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Surface modification of adenovirus vectors can improve tissue selective targeting, attenuate immunogenicity, and enable imaging of particle bio-distribution; thus significantly improving therapeutic potential. Currently, surface engineering is constrained by a combination of factors including impact on viral fitness, limited access to functionality, or incomplete control over the site of modification. In order to alleviate this complication, our aim was to “prelabel” the virions metabolically with unnatural residues, which allow access to highly chemoselective reactions. Due to their small size, permissibility within biosynthetic pathways, and access to reactions with high specificity, azides and alkynes act as excellent bio-orthogonal handles.
We utilized two different classes of unnatural residues, sugars and amino acids to metabolically label the capsid of adenovirus particles. The introduced substrates contain a chemical handle that can subsequently be modified with suitable probes. \(O\text{-N-acetylglucosamine (GlcNAc) surrogate} \) \(Ac_4\text{GalNAz} \) affords specific incorporation of azide tag on the virus capsid while amino acids Azidohomoalanine and Homopropargylglycine make available a high concentration of modifiable substrates on the viral surface. Copper catalyzed bio-conjugation and Staudinger ligation reactions were used to decorate the particles with small molecules, peptides and even proteins. Incorporation of the unnatural substrates and the subsequent chemistries were characterized by western, fluorescence, enzymatic and mass spectrometry based assays. Analysis of viral infectivity by plaque forming assays showed substrate incorporations to have minimal effects on viral fitness.

Targeted gene delivery capacities of the modified particles were analyzed by chemically attaching a targeting ligand on the virion surface. For this we initially utilized a folic acid based targeting system. After chemoselective attachment of this ligand onto virions containing GFP or Luciferase transgenes, the virions were targeted to breast cancer cell line, where we observed 20-fold higher levels of transgene expression compared to non-targeted particles. We also produced a new dual functional virus that contains 2 different bio-orthogonal tags and utilizing this system to probe applications into chemo and gene therapy based combination effects on tumor cell viability.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1. Engineering Biomolecules

1.2. Oncolytic Virotherapy

1.3. Adenovirus based vectors

1.4. Specific Aims
1.1. Engineering biomolecules

Through the process of evolution, a set of molecules, amino acids, sugars, bases, lipids etc. have developed different families of bio-polymers that generate the natural basis of cellular life. These molecules represent a small subset of the available chemical space. Yet by their capabilities of self organization they have achieved astounding feats of complex activities and structures, selective catalyses to specific molecular assemblies. Despite their accessibility to an array of functions, there remain reactions and structures that these bio-molecules are unable to access and such limitations provide opportunity to the chemical biologist to study and understand their structures, activities or environment and also to modify them for different clinical applications.

Synthetic and bio-chemical techniques developed to engineer bio-molecules, specifically proteins, have had a myriad of applications. Starting from studying their structure and function to using them as therapeutics, every aspect of protein biology has benefited from such new developments. Site directed mutagenesis has been used by enzymologists for a long time to understand protein activity.\(^{77}\) Developments of His-6 and MBP tags have assisted in protein purification by affinity chromatography.\(^{36, 57}\) N-terminal or lysine residue modifications have assisted in protein quantitation and identification with commercially available iTRAQ or DIGE reagents.\(^{67, 164}\) Cystein modification via malemide or acetamide linked dyes have furthered understanding of protein structure and folding via fluorescence or FRET based assays.\(^{186}\) Expressed protein ligation techniques have allowed for site specific insertions of fluorophores, post-
translational modifications, unnatural amino acids etc. thereby allowing greater understanding of protein structure, activity and interactions. (56, 129) Gradually the need for in vivo labels/ tags has increased because it is within the dynamic systems of the organism that complete characterization of different biopolymers, from proteins to nucleic acids, is possible. In this regard GFP chimeras have been widely used to monitor cellular systems. (124) An interesting approach towards such bio-chemical goals has been co-opting the cellular biosynthetic machinery for bioengineering. An early development in this area was the use of “dideoxy” nucleotides as substrates for DNA polymerases – this forms the basis of all current DNA sequencing techniques. (174) In a similar vein studies have been made to challenge the synthetic capabilities and fidelity of the protein synthesis machinery. Protein engineering by expanding the natural set of amino acids, i.e. by use of non-canonical amino acids, has advanced substantially over the past few years. The discriminatory nature of the aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase limits the use of random amino acids. As such, in the beginning, changes using non-natural amino acids were done mostly either by solid phase peptide synthesis or native chemical ligation etc. Presently the most efficient means rely on exploiting the unnatural substrate tolerance of the cellular translational apparatus.

Cowie and Cohen in the 1950’s used selenomethionine (35) as a methionine surrogate, which was later championed by Hendrickson to revolutionize the field of protein X-ray crystallography. Over the years a number of different methods have been used to incorporate non-natural amino acids within proteins. Currently there are 2 broad techniques by which this procedure is attempted.
**A)** Residue-specific incorporation (82, 98) involves the replacement of all or a fraction of a particular natural amino acid with an unnatural surrogate. This can be used to alter the physical and chemical properties of the target protein and said protein can also be specifically targeted for subsequent bio-orthogonal chemical modifications. Generally this method is one of metabolic labeling where a structurally similar unnatural analog is fed to the growth media of the microbe/ cell and this gets charged onto the cognate tRNA. Increased efficiency of amino acid incorporation can be obtained by over expressing additional plasmid copies of the aminoacyl tRNA synthetase or by engineering the synthetase with a modified active site – to better accommodate the incoming non-canonical substrate. (78) All such studies have mostly been undertaken within auxotrophic expression hosts, for the target amino acid, to aid in the metabolic incorporation of the substrate analog and generate high levels of modified protein. (95, 187, 189) Residue specific incorporation of unnatural amino acids allow for global analysis of protein expression. Beatty et al. used this technique to label two temporally defined protein populations in mammalian cells while Schuman et al. studied protein synthesis and localization dynamics within rat neurons. (16, 44)

**B)** The above method though useful, has the major drawback of limited specificity. To replace only a single residue at a particular position of interest with an unnatural amino acid while retaining all other natural sites, site-specific incorporation via the amber nonsense codon (TAG) was championed by Schultz (138) in 1989. This method relies upon chemically mischarging a suppressor tRNA by the unnatural amino acid. It was further advanced in 1998 when a yeast tRNA and tRNA synthetase pair were used to specifically attach an unnatural amino acid - development of the heterologous 21st pair. (59,
Though the incorporation of multiple substrates within a single protein is highly limited by this codon suppressor technique. Also low protein expression as a result of 21\textsuperscript{st} pair usage and inability to suitably develop within mammalian cells are some of its other drawbacks. Recent reports using the ocher suppressor codon along with the amber codon attempted to overcome some of these issues.\cite{91,172} Also development of degenerate sense codons and an orthogonal ribosome–tRNA pair have looked to increase suppression efficiency.\cite{39} Expanding codon size to four and use of non-natural base pairs are potential ideas advancing this technique, though they are currently too inefficient for practical applications.\cite{74,137,204}

Substitutions of natural amino acids by their corresponding unnatural surrogates have developed greatly to incorporate a large number of unnatural amino acids into different target proteins. This has been used to study catalytic properties of proteins, assist protein purification, study protein folding, delve into post translational modifications, and a number of other applications.\cite{34,38,149} One of the major achievements of the metabolic labeling technique is the ability to incorporate residues that have reactive functional groups like azides, alkynes, olefins or ketones for specific protein labeling.
Subsequent use of bio-orthogonal chemistry on these functional groups has afforded a host of different applications, from in vivo visualization to identification of newly synthesized proteins (Figure 1-1). (5) A number of different amino acids with different chemical handles and corresponding labeling probes have hence been developed. (211) Azidohomoalanine (Aha) and Homopropargylglycine (HPG), two methionine surrogates that are amenable to azide-alkyne cycloaddition have been extensively utilized. Amine reactive keto-and thio ether phenylalanine analogs have also been developed. (198)

The need for chemical tagging within biological systems has spawned research in the field of chemoselective bio-orthogonal reactions – with two conjugation techniques, the “click” based and the Staudinger ligation reactions finding detailed applications. Recently Diels Alder based couplings and Mannich-type conjugations have been developed. Braun et al. utilized the Diels Alder based tetrazine coupling reaction to develop a drug transport system for TMZ delivery to prostate cancer cells; (153) while, the Francis lab developed a bio-conjugation protocol by using formaldehyde to activate an aniline label.
for condensation with a tyrosine residue of interest – a Mannich condensation reaction. (163)

Figure 1-2. Animated representation of residue specific incorporation of non-canonical amino acid analogs onto cellular proteins. (82)

Traditionally, bacterial or yeast systems have been used to incorporate the unnatural amino acids within proteins. Schuman and coworkers for the first time in 2006 used
residue specific unnatural amino acid incorporation within mammalian HEK 293 cells (cell line derived from human endothelial kidney cells). They used a methionine surrogate, Azidohomoalanine to identify expression of newly synthesized proteins. Azidohomoalanine on the metabolically labeled proteins were chemically labeled with an alkyne-FLAG tag by copper assisted [3+2] electrocyclization chemistry. (196) Using a 2 hour labeling window they reported the identification of 195 metabolically labeled proteins. This new BONCAT (bio-orthogonal non-canonical amino acid tagging) system could thus be used to selectively label proteins being synthesized after a particular impulse, e.g. heat shock, viral infection etc. The BONCAT system has since been used to look at protein expression within neurons, visualize temporally defined protein populations in complex mammalian cell populations, determine protein functions in vivo, and co-relate protein syntheses with post translational modifications. (15, 44)

Use of small molecules that are natural analogs of biological monomers have also been extended to sugars for labeling proteins. (33) Glycans are proteins that have post-translational modifications on them in the form of sugar moieties. Most glycans that are exposed on the cell surface have large oligosaccharide modifications on them. (51) These are used as receptors for cell signaling, anti-body/ antigen interactions, cell-cell adhesion etc. Their structures are reported to change from normal to diseased cell states. (50) Bertozzi and coworkers have targeted these oligosaccharides for labeling with unnatural sugars. (68, 86, 154) Using azide(177) or ketone(210) labeled sialic acid residues they have been able to modify these cell surface glycans. Subsequent chemistry on the azido labeled sugars with either “click” chemistry or Staudinger ligation reaction affords visualization and identification of these proteins. (3, 14, 102, 176) Alkyne-sugars have
recently been used for similar purposes with modifications being carried out via various azide probes. This technique is currently being pursued for identifying changes in cell surface glycans as a response to different diseases, especially cancer and to study embryonic development and morphogenesis.\textsuperscript{(13, 40)} In these labeling studies it is important for the enzymes that are necessary for donor sugar synthesis to tolerate modifications of the unnatural substrates. The kinetics and properties of the enzymes responsible in most of these cases have been worked out.\textsuperscript{(80, 112, 115)} In many cases the biosynthetic machinery accepts subtle modifications on the incoming small molecule. Figure 1-3 illustrates the underlying concepts for such labeling techniques.

![Figure 1-3](image_url)

*Figure 1-3. Use of unnatural sugar monomers, containing the azide functional group, within glycoconjugates through the cellular glycan biosynthetic machinery.*\textsuperscript{(155)}
There occurs a similar type of post translational modification within nuclear and cytosolic proteins, where $N$-acetylglucosamine residues are added on to serine or threonine moieties on the protein chain. But subsequent modification of these sugars does not take place. The end result being that these proteins contain only a single monosaccharide as an O-linked glycan.(69) The $O$-GlcNAc post translational modification has emerged as a major player in regulation of transcription and translation, in protein trafficking and turnover, is involved in neurodegenerative diseases and underlies diabetes and glucose toxicity.(22, 43, 199, 214) It is a highly dynamic modification that is seems to interact closely with protein phosphorylation.(201) Identification of $O$-GlcNAcylation within proteins has traditionally been difficult due to sub-stoichiometric labeling at specific protein sites and its inability to be detected by standard proteomic techniques.(200) Vocadlo(194) et al. first reported that this PTM could be labeled with unnatural $N$-acetylglucosamine surrogates. These sugar residues are not only biosynthesized from a couple of different pathways; they are also uptaken via certain salvage pathways – thus accepting sugar moieties from an external source. Thus adding non-canonical sugars onto growth media containing cells afforded labeling via the hexosamine salvage pathway. The substrate used in these experiments was an $N$-azidoacetylglucosamine moiety that was subsequently treated with either an alkyne tag for [3+2] cycloaddition or by a Staudinger reagent. It was recently reported that using an $N$-azidoacetylgalactosamine moiety offers higher levels of substitution of the $O$-GlcNAc residue within proteins compared to the $N$-azidoglucosamine analog.(20) Specifically, an epimerase present within the galactosamine salvage pathway is responsible for increasing the cellular concentrations of $N$-azidoacetylglucosamine. Incidentally not only azido
sugar analogs, but alkynyl analogs are reportedly tolerated in this aforementioned pathway. (213)

1.2. Oncolytic virotherapy

The concept of gene therapy follows logically from the observation that certain diseases are caused by the inheritance of a functionally defective gene/s. Hence theoretically, the insertion and expression of a therapeutic gene can potentially alleviate the genetic defect. (58, 119) In late 2000 a clinical trial of two patients suffering from SCID-X1 with a retrovirus expressing the defective cytokine receptor gene was carried out. After ex-vivo infection of CD34+ cells and a 10 month follow up period, the patients expressed T, B and NK cells comparable to age matched controls. (27) Thus, the employment of gene delivery as a therapeutic molecular intervention to selectively correct or eradicate defective genes can be defined as gene therapy. (165) In the past 30 years tremendous research has focused in utilizing gene therapy to treat a number of diseases. Data from the journal of gene medicine shows that since 1989 more than 1700 clinical trials have been approved for gene therapy applications. In spite of such attempts, only about 3.5% of all trials have gone on to phase III; indicating that current gene delivery techniques suffer heavy drawbacks. In contrast about 50% of all clinical trials carried out on small molecules proceed to phase III. (8) A number of problems seem to arise from the type of vector used in gene transfer. Non-specific gene delivery and high
immunogenicity are two of the main reasons why traditional gene therapy has somewhat fallen out of favor amongst researchers and administrators alike.

Whereas traditional gene therapy looked to deliver genetic material to overcome defective protein expressions, a more recent variation utilizes the same idea for cell toxicity purposes – to target cancerous tissue. The majority of current clinical trials using gene therapy are now targeted towards cancer (Figure 1-5). The use of viral vectors to target tumorous tissue, a recent development in cancer therapeutics, is classified as oncolytic virotherapy. (45) Initial reports leading to the development of virotherapy for cancer go back to the beginnings of the 20th century. A paper from 1904 reported the transient remission of cancer within patients who had been vaccinated for rabies. (46)
Subsequently it was observed that patients suffering from viral infections like mumps, adenovirus, west nile virus etc. showed reduced cancer growth and in some cases tumor shrinkage. In recent years researchers have focused on developing genetically modified virions with anti-tumor activity – honing in on the ability of viruses to replicate selectively within cancer cells. Currently adenoviruses, adeno-associated viruses, poxviruses, lentiviruses, herpes viruses etc. are being studied for tumor selective infection and propagation. Thus viruses have emerged as pre-eminent gene transfer agents for use in virotherapy.

Figure 1-5. Indications addressed by gene therapy clinical trials worldwide from 1989 to 2010. Data from the database of the journal of Gene Medicine.

Viruses have been used as delivery vectors for gene therapy for a long time due to their inherent capabilities to transfer and express genes within various tissues. These are obligate particles that are dynamically active only within a host system. Their overall
make up consists of a protein coat or capsid that encapsulates their DNA or RNA. Though many different viruses have been tested for virotherapy applications, (62, 84, 104, 152) adenoviruses (Ad) (24% of all gene therapy clinical trials use adenovirus) have become the most heavily relied upon for therapeutic delivery applications. This is because of a number of key factors: better in vivo stability, superior gene transfer efficiency to a great number of dividing and non-dividing cells, and well established production parameters for clinical grade vectors. (37) Also adenoviruses have rarely been linked to any severe disease in humans. Hence a tremendous amount of research has been done to develop these virions for targeted oncolytic therapy, gene therapy, for vaccine development and for tumor imaging purposes. (49, 121, 123) Use of Ad as oncolytic agents is dependent on two pathways utilized to make these particles transcriptionally tumor specific.

One is the pathways use of tumor specific promoters – thus enabling the virus to replicate within cancerous tissue. (109, 161) One of the earliest tumor specific promoter used was directed against prostate cancer – the widely used prostate specific antigen. (147) Later virions were produced that were controlled by two different promoter elements - the E2F-1 and hTERT promoters. (169) But engineering of viral genetic elements via this technique can upset the coordinated expression of virion proteins. Also, virus host interactions can have serious impact on performance of such tumor specific promoters. (90)
The second pathway towards tumor specificity is via a method of selective gene deletion that allows Ad gene expression only within cells that have bypassed apoptotic signals – cells with low p53, reduced retinoblastoma activity etc. (100, 127) The success of this technique allowed the Chinese FDA to allow the use of an oncolytic Ad ONYX-15, which specifically works within p53 negative cells. (131)
In spite of such progress, there have been increasing recent reports about non-specific infection of such transcriptionally targeted Ad. Infection within kidney and lungs due to non-specific initial infections caused the US FDA to reject a variant on ONYX-15 for clinical use. The only current conditionally replicative adenovirus in clinical trial is AdD24-RGD; which contains retinoblastoma deficient cell specificity with targeting achieved via integrins.(99) Hence development of specific transductional targeting modalities for adenoviruses to cancerous issue is an important area of developing research.(107) Along with this, due to a high level of humoral immune response to Ad infections, using such particles for repetitive use becomes impossible. Also understanding bio-distribution of infecting virions is necessary to efficiently evaluate vectors. Thus there is a need to develop virus engineering techniques to overcome not only the targeting drawbacks of Ad, but also to reduce immunogenicity and for the development of multi-functional platforms for use in coupled targeting / tissue tracking experiments.

Thus with considerable interest in generating better gene therapy and / or virotherapy vectors, it is becoming more important to better understand the molecular aspects of virus-cell interaction and infection and host responses towards it.

1.3. Adenovirus based vectors

The adenovirus (Ad), shown in Figure 1-6, is a non-enveloped icosohedral dsDNA containing virus with sizes between 90-100nm. There are more than 50 different Ad serotypes which cause illness such as respiratory infection, conjunctivitis, gastroenteritis,
cystitis and rashes. Ad serotypes are classified based on their ability to be neutralized by specific animal anti-sera. These 50 serotypes can be further subdivided into 6 sub groups (A to F) based on their agglutination with erythrocytes. The hexon, penton and the fiber are the three main structural proteins of Ad.(118) The fiber protein of adenovirus, consisting of a rod and knob domain, attaches it to the Coxsackie Adenovirus Receptor (CAR) on mammalian cells through its knob domain.(88) Different Ad serotypes have varying lengths and flexibility of their fiber proteins. Though most of the subgroup Ads are known to bind CAR, there does occur some differences in the molecular interactions based on fiber structure and length.(89) Only type B virions are known to bind CD46 receptors on cell surfaces.(183) Initial interaction of the fiber with CAR induces conformational changes that allow it to bend and induce penton base interactions with integrin receptors on cell surface. RGD motif on the variable loop of the penton binds to integrins αvβ3 and αvβ5 allowing virus internalization within endosomes. Changes in pH within endosomes result in fiber and penton proteins to being released from the core virus structure. Subsequently the virus escapes the endosome by protease mediated cleavage and travels over microtubules to the nuclear pore where it delivers its DNA into the nucleus.

Generation of adenovirus based retargeting vectors focus on biochemical modification of the viral surface to redirect virus infection towards desired tissue types. Given its broad tissue tropism, adenovirus needs specifically to be de-targeted from the natural receptor, CAR and subsequently retargeted.(125) Modifications to the coat proteins are thus necessary for generation of effective gene delivery vehicles. So far most of the alterations that have been attempted are either genetic changes to alter the capsid
proteins or chemical attachments of different polymer chains for better targeting. In adenoviruses the CAR binding site within the fiber knob has been the focus with either deleted or modified knob domains used for vector retargeting to other cellular receptors. This approach not only detargets the virus from native coxsackie adenovirus receptor but also assists in retargeting it towards other diseased tissue types. One of the first attempts at retargeting Adenovirus was de-knobbing the virus and inserting an artificial trimerization motif to retain virus assembly.(116) This virion was retargeted using an RGD peptide insert into the fiber. Peptide based targeting of Ad virions was also assessed using MMP targeted peptides on the viral fiber, epidermal growth factor receptor targeted ligands, laminin derived peptides for alpha-6 integrin targeting and muscle binding peptides using phage display libraries.(1, 60, 83, 182) Retargeting has more recently been based on single chain antibodies fused to viral capsid proteins and bi-specific molecules that contain anti-body based targeting approaches. In this regard targeting has been achieved using EGFR specific antibodies e.g. cetuximab, melanoma associated antigens, vascular proteins, e.g. endoglin and neuronal targeted proteins, e.g. tetanus toxin.(66, 128, 136, 161)
Genetic modification of the coat proteins is the most prevalent and has been explored at numerous positions on the adenoviral surface, however due to impact on viral stability and infectivity most studies focus on the HI loop or C-terminus of the fiber protein, the HVR domain within the hexon and the carboxyl terminus of pIX. (61, 206) Despite being
relatively permissive, genetic alteration of these sites often challenges viral fitness, as evidenced by losses in particle production and infectivity, with such issues determined by the nature and size of modification.\( (73, 117) \) The fiber C-terminus showed promising results at retargeting the virion with RGD motifs while other similar sized peptides failed to produce substantial effects.\( (148, 202) \) Incorporation of large targeting peptide sequences, 63 to 83 amino acids in length, on the fiber HI loop has a relatively modest effect on viral fitness, 3-fold and 7-fold reduction effect on virus production and infectivity respectively. While incorporation of smaller 13 to 43 amino acid peptides at the same site has virtually no effect on particle production and only a 20% reduction in infectivity.\( (17, 92) \) Compare this to any of the hyper variable loop regions of the hexon, where increasing insertion ligands from 6 to 43 residues results in a precipitous drop of infectivity from zero negligible effect to a 1000 fold reduction.\( (122) \) The length and nature of peptides displayed probably determines their ability to form stable domains, with respect to protein folding and assembly, within the viral capsid protein being modified. On the other hand pIX seems well suited for incorporations of large peptide domains, \textit{e.g.} biotin acceptor peptide, and even proteins, \textit{e.g.} GFP.\( (23, 120) \) The modified vectors generated by genetic modifications suffer from defects such as low particle production and ineffective transductional efficiencies. This is because virus packaging and fusion is a delicate process and is easily offset by alterations in its protein structure. Thus it is important to affect subtle changes in these vector systems that would be malleable to modification yet not hamper the overall physiology. It is thus important to be able to concomitantly de-target them from their natural tissues and re-target them towards diseased cell lines.
Another form of generating capsid modified Ad, using genetic technique, involves deriving chimeric viruses.\((108, 188)\) This involves switching between fiber proteins of different Ad serotype to change virus tropism.\((85)\) Specifically using the sub-group B serotypes within type 5 fibers, retargets them from CAR receptors to CD 46 receptors. But the assembly of chimeras is difficult and often generates mixed fiber virions, greatly reducing assembly and particle production.

Non-covalent adenoviral decoration was first demonstrated with chemically modified anti-CAR antibodies. Advantageously, this strategy allows for both de-targeting, from
CAR mediated infection, and retargeting in a single step.(49) Such “molecular bridges” between the vector and the cell specific receptor consist of two domains, often the first binds specifically to the primary targeting motif in the knob region, effectively masking it, while the second contains receptor specific antibodies, small molecules or peptides.(197) However, antibody-ligand conjugation is non-trivial and, more importantly, in vivo stability of the modified adenoviral particle remains a significant question.(133) A conceptually similar technique incorporates the biotin acceptor peptide on the adenoviral fiber as shown by Campos et. al. providing a potentially powerful merging of genetic and adapter based approaches.(23, 148) Here the biotin acceptor peptide acts as the binding site for one part of the molecular bridge on the virus while keeping the other part available for efficient retargeting ligand insertion.(151) A final variation of this example with a fiber mosaic viral capsid was also developed to show effective transgene delivery in vivo.

To broaden the range of accessible functionality, chemical modification of solvent accessible natural residues has been explored. Lysine modification allows a high degree of functionalization with immunosuppressive polymers, targeting polypeptides and imaging reagents.(139) Conjugation of polyethylene glycol (PEG) polymers allows production of ”stealth” vectors, which are both protected from immune recognition and effectively detargeted.(83, 94, 140) In addition, PEG polymers can be armed with targeting moieties, allowing the vector to be efficiently retargeted in a single step.(48) However, due to the nature of lysine conjugation, control is limited and modification changes the surface charge of the virus. Accessible functionality is inherently constrained by the nature of amide-bond formation. As a result, modification with proteins, nucleic
acids and other nucleophile containing ligands is limited. Alternatively, cysteines have been genetically introduced at exposed locations on the fiber HI loop allowing selective chemical modification (93) by taking advantage of disulphide based conjugating ligands. Thus introduction of new chemically accessible sites for decorating viral vector surface would not only increase the repertoire of attachable probes but also introduce additional sites for modification with direct able ligand systems, providing further control to the retargeting capabilities of vectors.

Ideally chemical modification of adenoviral particles would allow access to any effector functionality, demonstrate specificity akin to genetics, and not diminish viral fitness. In addition effects on viral infectivity and fitness needs to be minimal and should have the potential to be extended to the development of multifunctional vector systems.

1.4. Project Aim

1.4.1. Capsid modification of adenoviral particles with unnatural sugar

Efficient development of adenoviral particles for tumor targeting applications necessitates the ability to selectively target the virions towards specific tissues. Moreover, such selective tissue tropism requires engineering techniques that should ideally be easy to access and produce minimal impact on virus production and infectivity. Exploiting the metabolic pathways of the mammalian cellular system, this project aims to introduce
otherwise harmless changes into adenoviral particles in the form of unnatural amino acids and sugars. These unnatural substrates distinguish themselves from their natural surrogates in containing specific chemical handles. Such functionality embedded within the bio-molecules allows access to highly chemoselective bio-orthogonal reactions. Such reactions facilitate the labeling of fully intact virions with small molecules, peptides and even proteins. The adenovirus does not contain complex poly-saccharides on its coat proteins except for a single N-acetylglucosamine (O-GlcNAc) residue on the fiber. We aimed to utilize two azido sugar analogs, N-azidoacyetylglucosamine (GlcNAz) and N-azidoacyetylgalactosamine (GalNAz) to specifically label the virus capsid at a single site. Staudinger ligation with phosphine probes and copper catalyzed [3+2] electrocyclization with alkyne probes were utilized to chemically modify the virions after metabolic unnatural monosaccharide incorporation. We demonstrate efficient metabolic incorporation and subsequent chemical modification of the intact adenovirus particles. Metabolic attachment produces minimal impact on virus production and infectivity. Quantification of the amount of modifiable azides being incorporated within the intact particles was attempted. Finally we aimed to develop a small molecule based targeting approach for the modified viruses. Since different types of cancerous cells are reported to have over expressed folic acid receptor, our aim was to re-target the unnatural substrate enabled virions towards folic acid based tissue targeting approaches. Thus, we designed a folate-alkyne ligand containing small polyethylene glycol linker to effectively modify our azido virions. Targeting based on these small molecules was utilized on murine breast cancer cells; with the virions expressing a GFP or a Luciferase transgene – allowing for quantification of vector infection.
1.4.2. Capsid modification of adenoviral particles with unnatural amino acid

For facile generation of surface modified adenoviruses we aimed to utilize a residue specific unnatural amino acid incorporation technique to label the virions. While monosaccharide incorporation of the virus particles were aimed to be site specific, metabolic amino acid incorporation was expected to produce global protein modification. By employing subsequent bio-orthogonal chemistries only surface exposed amino acid side chains were expected to be modified. Towards this aim we utilized a methionine surrogate, Azidohomoalanine to label adenovirus coat proteins. Subsequent modification of this azide amino acid via phosphine and alkyne dependent chemistries produced efficient virions suitably decorated with small molecules, peptides and even proteins. Mass spectra and other bio-physical techniques were used to effectively characterize the unnatural amino acid incorporated viruses. Successful quantification of azide incorporation was also carried out. Our metabolically labeled and chemically modified virions possess strong potential to be utilized for specific targeting towards tumor tissues. And similar to our azido sugar modified virions we show efficient cancer cell targeting of Aha modified virions with folic acid based ligands. Targeting was also characterized via GFP imaging of infected cells on a confocal fluorescent microscopy system. Effective dose dependent inhibition also showed targeting was mediated by folate receptors. Modified virions were also utilized for preliminary cell trafficking experiments.
Since Aha incorporation within the viruses is not site specific, we are currently attempting to engineer a system that can utilize residue specific amino acid incorporation in a site directed manner. Here we also report the initial steps towards designing a mutated adenovirus fiber, which has its surface exposed methionine residues mutated such that further chemoselective attachment would be accessible.

**1.4.3. Dual modified virus to study combination therapy**

One of the drawbacks of oncolytic virotherapy is its efficacy, especially within clinical trial settings. In trials less than 15% of tumor targeted adenovirus shows effective efficacious cancer cell toxicity.\(^{(96)}\) Thus it is becoming important to study chemo and virotherapy combination effects that can show higher tumor cell toxicity. Also, to better understand vector biology, imaging cell trafficking of vectors or bio-distribution within tumor tissue needs addressing. All such applications demand development of multifunctional platforms based on adenovirus particles. Traditional routes for multivalent platforms using genetic modifications or generation of chimeric virions by use different serotype capsid proteins fail to produce effective infectious particles. We aimed to progress our unnatural substrate incorporation technique towards development of a dual substrate modified adenovirus – these could be chemically derivatized with two different ligand systems. Towards this end, utilizing both our unnatural sugar and amino acid monomers to effectively label virions seemed most promising. This system will be developed to study combination therapy of TRAIL encoding oncolytic Ad covalently
modified with a Taxol derivative (SBT-1214) – developed by Prof. Ojima, on a number of different tumor cells.
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Specific labeling of adenovirus capsid with an unnatural azido sugar
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Note: The material in this chapter has been published (Banerjee, P. S.; Ostapchuk, P.; Hearing, P.; Carrico, I. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2010, 132, 13615). The chapter contains direct excerpts from the manuscript that was written by me with suggestions and revisions by Prof. Carrico.
2.1. Introduction

Viral surface engineering has significant potential to tune the virus-host-interface enabling oncolytic therapy, gene delivery and vaccine development.(72, 122, 197) Despite being a long-standing objective, targeting therapeutically relevant tissues remains a significant hurdle. A contributing factor is the lack of general, effective methods to introduce targeting ligands onto viral surfaces that do not compromise fitness. The vast majority of retargeting efforts rely upon genetic manipulation of virus surface proteins.(197) However, due to the delicate nature of viral protein assembly and infection, such changes often offset particle production and cellular transduction.(73, 117) To overcome limitations in targeting functionality inherent to genetic approaches, chemical modification has been explored. As these approaches are largely dependent on exposed lysine residues, they lack the precision and control of genetic manipulation.(94) Some attempts have also been made to use thiol linkages with genetically incorporated cysteine residues at solvent accessible sites on the viral capsid(93). In order to combine the flexibility and robust nature of chemical modifications with the specificity obtained through genetics, we demonstrate the metabolic labeling of adenoviral capsid with an unnatural azido sugar, N-azidoacetylglucosamine (GlcNAz).
Figure 2-1. GlcNAc and GalNAc salvage pathways showing uptake of these residues, their conversion to the UDP-donor sugar, UDP-GlcNAc or UDP-GalNAc and the epimerase dependent interconversion of the donor sugars.
Metabolic incorporation of non-canonical hexose sugars bearing azide, alkyne or keto groups have been used to effectively label mammalian cell surface proteins – using them for identification, functional analysis and imaging purposes. These sugar monomers are known to label the more abundant \(N\)-linked oligosaccharides or mucin type \(O\)-linked structures on cell surface.

There also occurs a very well known \(O\)-linked GlcNAc modification of serine/threonine residues within intra-cellular proteins. In 2003, Vocadlo et al. showed that these intracellular monosaccharide units could be metabolically labeled via the use of peracetyl \(N\)-azidoacetylglucosamine (GlcNAz) derivatives. But the incorporation of this unnatural unit within \(O\)-GlcNAcylated proteins was relatively low and large amounts of protein were necessary to demonstrate sufficient labeling.

Recently an epimer of GlcNAz, \(N\)-azidoacetylgalactosamine (GalNAz) has been shown to act as an effective surrogate for intercellular \(O\)-GlcNAc residues. Uptake of this unnatural sugar derivative has been shown to occur through the glucosamine/galactosamine salvage pathways and finally get converted to the \(O\)-GlcNAc donor substrate – UDP-GlcNAz (Figure 2-1). Detailed analysis of the enzymes associated with the salvage pathways show that an epimerase converts the GalNAc derivative to its GlcNAc counterpart. Data suggests that the initial phosphorylation step in glucosamine salvage pathway catalyzed by NAGK (Figure 2-1) is rate limiting. Due to altered substrate tolerance of NAGK, derivatives of acetylglucosamine uptake via this pathway are compromised – not so for acetylgalactosamine. This accounts for increased availability of the UDP-GlcNAz donor when utilizing unnatural GalNAc surrogates (in
this case Ac$_4$GalNAz). Recent reports also suggest that alkyne based sugars can also act as effective $O$-GlcNAc surrogates.(213)

Of the different non-canonical monosaccharide units used, azide/alkyne bearing sugars have been most widely used and developed due to their ability to act as bio-orthogonal reaction centers. These surface exposed azides can subsequently be modified with peptides, fluorophores and small molecule targeting ligands.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 2-2.** Cartoon representation of $O$-GlcNAz labeling sites on adenovirus fiber protein. Subsequent chemical modification with “click” chemistry affords attachment of peptides and/ or small molecules.

Advantageously, type 5 adenovirus is reported to have a single $O$-GlcNAc residue on Ser-109 of the fiber protein (Fig. 2-2), which exists as a homotrimer on twelve vertices of the virus capsid.(26, 130) Replacing this residue with an azido analog would allow for specific placement of an azide on the viral coat. Ser-109 is located proximal to the natural primary targeting motif on the fiber knob. The sugar is expected to specifically decorate a single adenoviral capsid protein, and present a bio-orthogonal reaction site poised for
efficient and selective chemistry. As a result, chemoselective placement of targeting moieties at this site is expected to be effective in re-targeting the viral particles.

Figure 2-3. Reactions of azide enabled virions with either alkyne- or phosphine-based probes to generate corresponding triazole or amide linked virus-ligand attachments.

As a result of low pathogenic potential, ease of production and established safety protocols, human adenovirus has been developed extensively as vectors for gene delivery applications. In addition, conditionally replicative adenoviruses are currently gaining focus as oncolytic agents to infect and lyse cancerous cells specifically. (32) Since, adenoviruses produced for therapeutic applications are propagated on eukaryotic cell lines; use of unnatural sugars during the propagation cycle was expected to potentially
substitute for monosaccharide within viral glycoprotein. Hence, both Ac$_4$GlcNAz and Ac$_4$GalNAz were used to supplement growth media of human adenovirus. The peracetylation of the GlcNAc surrogates increases their cell permeability – once inside, these are converted to the free sugars via the action of deacetylases. Concentrations of peracetylated sugar were controlled at 50 µM levels. This was based on literature reports of higher sugar analog concentrations being cytotoxic. Two very well known bio-orthogonal reactions were used to exploit these azido sugar incorporations – the copper (I) catalyzed azide-alkyne electrocyclization (click) chemistry and the Staudinger ligation technique (Figure 2-3).

2.2. Results

2.2.1. Synthesis of per-O-acetylated GlcNAz and GalNAz

Per acetylated azido sugars were synthesized as reported by Bertozzi et al. and as shown in scheme 2-1.(101) Substitution of iodoacetic acid with sodium azide generated azidoacetic acid as light yellow oil. The synthesis of azido- glucosamine or galactosamine was performed in methanol via treatment of glucose/ galactosamine with azido acetic acid and triethyl amine (TEA). The coupling agent for the synthesis was N-hydroxybenzotiazole (HOBt) and N, N’-dicyclohexyl carbodiimide (DCC). The azido
sugars were per-acetylated with excess pyridine and acetic anhydride to finally generate the per-O-acetylated GlcNAz or GalNAz.

![Diagram of synthesis process]

Scheme 2-1. Synthesis of per acetylated N-azidoacetylgalactosamine

Synthesized compounds were purified by flash chromatography and characterized by $^1$H-NMR spectroscopy and ESI mass spectroscopy.
2.2.2. Production of O-GlcNAz labeled adenovirus

Metabolic incorporation of GlcNAz was accomplished by production of adenovirus particles in the presence of either Ac₄GlcNAz or Ac₄GalNAz. Specifically, HEK 293 cells were infected with Ad5 particles at an MOI of 5. The cell growth media was supplemented with 50 µM of either per acetylated azido sugar during virus growth phase. Both precursor sugars are metabolic precursors of UDP-GlcNAz, a known substrate for O-GlcNAc Transferase. The viruses were allowed to grow for 42 to 46 hours. After which the cells were lysed by repeated freeze thaw cycles, and the resultant cell extract – which contained fully formed virions, were loaded onto a cesium chloride step gradient. Ultracentrifugation of the soluble protein solution afforded density dependent separation of the fully formed virions from empty virions and other cellular and viral proteins. The virus band was collected and re-purified on another CsCl continuous gradient. The resultant virions were collected and stored in a Phosphate buffered saline solution containing CaCl₂, MgCl₂ and 10% glycerol. Particle production was assayed based on absorbance of virus containing solution at 260 nm (1 OD = 10¹² particles/ mL).

2.2.3. Chemical modification and characterization of O-GlcNAz labeled Ad5

To determine azido sugar labeling of viral fiber protein, Ad5 particles produced in the presence of per acetylated sugar were treated with alkyne- peptides and small molecules.
For this we used an alkyne-FLAG probe, which is an eight amino acid peptide (DYKDDDDK) epitope containing an N-terminal alkyne. We also used an alkyne-dye, tetramethyl rhodamine (TAMRA-alk) to chemically label virions. Both these reactions used the Cu (I) catalyzed “click” chemistry under deoxygenating conditions and in the presence of bathophenanthroline disodium disulphonic acid salt to form a triazole linked virus-peptide/dye conjugate.

Figure 2-4. Qualitative analysis of azido sugar incorporation into the fiber protein of hAd5. A) Anti-FLAG Western of non-denatured viral particles treated with alkyne-FLAG under CuAAC conditions (100 mM Tris pH = 8; 1 mM CuBr; 3 mM Bathophenanthroline disulphonic acid disodium salt; 400 μM alk-FLAG; 12 hr; RT). Top: anti-FLAG Western. Bottom: Coomassie. B) Fluorescent analysis of denatured O-GlcNAz-enabled viral particles treated with alkyne-TAMRA under CuAAC conditions (ex: 532; em: 580 BP 30).
Initial characterization of the O-GlcNAc site of hAd5 indicated that it was enzymatically inaccessible in complete virion. In order to determine if an installed O-GlcNAz was chemically accessible, whole viruses were chemically treated, and not denatured, prior to analysis. After chemistry, the particles were purified from the ligand,
copper and excess probe by gel filtration and stored at -20 °C in virion storage solution. We used western blot analysis and fluorescent gel scanning to determine modification of Ad5 (Figure 2-4). While western analysis of viruses grown with either Ac4GalNAz or Ac4GlcNaz sugar demonstrated effective labeling of the fiber protein (MW 61.5 kD) with O-GlcNAz (Figure 2-4), Ac4GalNAz mediated labeling was markedly higher.

In order to confirm both the identity and placement of the installed azide, modification analysis of both denatured virus and partially purified fiber was carried out. Modification of the denatured virus with a fluorescent probe under click conditions demonstrated exclusive labeling of a protein at 62 kD (Figure 2-4). This corresponds to either fiber or protein IIIa, which co-migrate. To categorically determine labeling of a single adenoviral protein with an O-GlcNAz residue, fiber protein was partially purified from complete virus by simple pH change and centrifugation. Reduction of solution pH to 6.4 affords loss of Ad5 fiber from fully formed virions. After centrifugation, the icosahedral particles, now without fiber, aggregate and settle at the bottom of the tube with only the virus fiber and penton base in supernatant.

Fiber samples obtained from such metabolically labeled virions were denatured in guanidinium hydrochloride and then resuspended in PBS. The protein was treated with a hexosaminidase known to remove both O-GlcNAc and O-GlcNAz.(194) Subsequent chemical modification using Staundinger ligation with a phosphine-FLAG probe demonstrated almost a complete loss of azide-dependent signal (Figure 2-5) in the anti-FLAG western blots. Cumulatively, these results strongly indicate the fiber bears an O-GlcNAz modification, which is the exclusive source of virus labeling.
Figure 2-6. Azido sugar enabled adenoviral fitness determined by viral particle production and infectivity.

A) Number of adenoviral particles obtained by labeling growth media with Ac₄GalNAz, Ac₄GlcNAz or no exogenous sugar. Viral particle count is obtained by measuring absorbance at 260nm with 1OD = 1 x 10¹² particles/mL.  

B) Plaque assay comparing infectivity of Ad5 labeled by Ac₄GalNAz, Ac₄GlcNAz or no exogenous sugar in the growth media. Infectivity was assessed by counting no of plaques produced upon infection of 293 cells with labeled virus.
Figure 2-7. Determination of azido sugar incorporation and subsequent chemical modification of O-GlcNAz enabled virions with alkyne-fluorophore by Cu catalyzed “click” chemistry. A) Fluorescent gel scanned image of azido sugar enabled virus reacted with alkyne-TAMRA (well 6) and unlabeled virus reacted with alkyne-TAMRA (well 7). The “click” reaction was run overnight in a deoxygenated glove bag. Well 1-5: Decreasing concentrations of standard dye (TAMRA) for determining the concentration of label. The gel was run at 200V for 1 hour at 4°C and scanned within 10 minutes of the end of run. B) Standard curve drawn between fluorescence intensity and concentration of dye loaded on gel. Slope of graph was used to determine concentration of labeled protein.
### Table 2-1. Summary of viral surface modification using metabolic labeling and chemical modification.

Column 1 shows the concentration of dye observed on viral fiber labeled with alkyne-TAMRA (from gel) from three independent experiments. Column 2 shows the corresponding number of dye molecules per virus labeled by Cu catalyzed “click” chemistry with a concentration of $1 \times 10^{12}$ viral particles/ml loaded on gel. Column 3 is the average of the independent three experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>O-GlcNAz labeled virus</th>
<th>Concentration of Dye on $10^{12}$ viral Fiber (nM)</th>
<th>Dye/ viral particle</th>
<th>Average dye/viral particle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>21.9 ±1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>33.2</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>39.2</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In contrast to genetic engineering, we expected the introduction of O-GlcNAz to have little impact on adenoviral physiology. Virus production in the presence of either azido sugar demonstrated no difference on producer cell viability. In addition, no reduction in particle production was apparent as a result of azide incorporation (Figure 2-6). Similarly, infectivity of O-GlcNAz labeled virus particles as assessed via standard plaque forming assay, remained unaffected (Figure 2-6). Fluorescently labeled particles (with alkyne-TAMRA) were analyzed to determine the number of chemically addressable azides on
the viral surface. Quantification of the number of azides on each virus by fluorescent gel scanning demonstrated exclusive fiber labeling in agreement with Western analysis (Figure 2-7) and an average attachment of $21.9 \pm 1.5$ dyes per particle (Table 2-1), consistent with previous $O$-GlcNAc characterization indicating ~50% occupancy at Ser109.(26)

2.2.4. Targeting of $O$-GlcNAz labeled virions

Low CAR expression is exhibited in a number of cancers, including ovarian, pancreatic and gastrointestinal cancers, generally limiting the effectiveness of hAd5 for oncolysis.(61, 81, 178, 209) As a result of tumor associated overexpression and limited abundance in normal tissues, the folate receptor has become an appealing target for cancer therapy.(111, 140) Folic acid is a vitamin essential for cell proliferation and maintenance, it is also essential in the synthesis of nucleotide bases. In normal tissues the proton coupled folate transporter is responsible for uptake of folic acid.(207) In tumor tissues, due to increased proliferation there occurs an upregulation of folate receptors. Ovarian, breast, lung, kidney and brain cancers are reported to have high folic acid receptors.(146) In addition, folate conjugates are easily produced and generally have minor impact on receptor affinity.(175) Previous studies have attempted to utilized chemically attached folate conjugates for adenoviral retargeting. In order to explore $O$-GlcNAz mediated folate modification we synthesized an alkyne probe containing a folic acid residue tethered by a small linker (Scheme 2-2, Figure 2-8).
2.2.4.1. Synthesis of alkyne-PEG-folate

The folic acid based targeting ligand to be used for virus targeting towards tumorous tissues was synthesized according to established protocols, shown in scheme 2-2.(41) Briefly, pentynoic acid was activated with N-hydroxy succinic acid in presence of dicyclohexyl carbo diimide. The crude activated acid was treated with O-(N-Trt-3-aminopropyl)-O'-(3-aminopropyl)-diethylene glycol (MW 462) to generate C-protected PEG-alkyne. After TFA assisted trityl- group removal, the product was reacted with NHS-activated folic acid in DMSO. The final product was HPLC purified and characterized by $^1$H NMR and ESI mass spectroscopy.

2.2.4.2. Targeting of murine breast cancer cells

$O$-GlcNAz enabled adenovirus, encoding a GFP transgene in the E1 deleted region of the viral genome regulated by a CMV promoter, was conjugated to alkyne-folate via CuAAC. Mouse breast carcinoma cells (4T1), known to express moderate to high levels of folate receptors(166) and naturally refractive to human adenovirus, were cultured in folate deficient media for 2 weeks. 24 hours after replating, the cells were infected with folate decorated virus at an MOI of 50. One day after infection the GFP expression was visualized. The results demonstrate a high level of GFP expression within the 4T1 cells infected with the folate labeled virus (Figure 2-8).
Figure 2-8. Effective gene transduction of murine breast cancer 4T1 cells with folate retargeted Ad5. A) Structure of alkyne-folate ligand. See Synthesis scheme 3 in supplemental information. B) GFP fluorescence microscopy images of alkyne-folate modified metabolically labeled Ad5 virus and
metabolically unlabeled Ad5 infected 4T1 cells. Microscopy was carried out on Glass Bottom dishes using a Zeiss LSM 510 fluorescence microscope. Cells were infected at an MOI of 50pfu/cell and images taken 24 hours post infection. (lane i: 4T1 cells infected with folate modified Ac₄GalNAz labeled Ad5; lane ii: 4T1 cells infected with metabolically unlabeled Ad5 (no Ac₄GalNAz); lane iii: 4T1 cells infected with folate unmodified Ac₄GalNAz labeled Ad5 (no alkyne-folate); lane iv: 4T1 cells infected with folate modified Ac₄GalNAz labeled Ad5 pre-treated with 1 mg/L folic acid).

Figure 2-9. Quantification of gene transduction of murine breast cancer 4T1 cells with folate retargeted Ad5. Gene delivery efficiencies (GFP) of alkyne-folate modified Ad5 in the presence or absence of exogenous free folate measured using a Synergy 2 fluorescence plate reader (murine breast cancer cell line (4TI); MOI = 50; 24 hr post-infection; ex: 485 ± 10 nm; em: 528 ± 10 nm). The results are shown as the mean ± standard deviation of the percent relative transduction of at least three independent observations. *, P < 0.05.
Human Ad5 produced without azido sugar, but treated with the folate reagent under CuAAC conditions, failed to produce significant transgene expression. In addition, free folate completely abrogated infection of folate modified hAd5, indicating folate receptor mediated gene delivery.

Quantification of infection was assessed using a Synergy 2 fluorescence plate reader (excitation 485 ± 10 nm; emission 528 ± 10 nm) which showed a 3-4 fold increase of GFP expression in cells infected with metabolically and chemically modified virions versus unmodified virus. Infection assayed in the presence of increasing free folate concentration demonstrated dose dependent transfection inhibition of 4T1 cells (Figure 2-9).

2.3. Discussion

We showed here that adenovirus type 5 particles could be labeled at a specific site on its capsid with an unnatural azidosugar. Using an azido galactosamine derivative, GalNAz, the azide chemical handle was incorporated in place of an O-GlcNAc residue occurring on the Ad5 fiber protein. Subsequently the virion can be modified at this specific site by a small molecule or a peptide. Using this two step labeling method, the Ad5 particles can also be retargeted towards tumor tissues.
Two different azido sugar analogs were used in the present study. We synthesized per acetylated forms of both the precursor analogs for efficient cell permeability and added them within virus growth media to incorporate capsid proteins with these analogs. Our analysis showed that, as with previously observed nucleoporin proteins, azidoacetyl galactosamine acts as a more effective surrogate for O-GlcNAc residues that azidoacetyl glucosamine. Confirmation of azido sugar incorporation was done via the use of a hexosaminidase assay. It is interesting to note that the O-GlcNAc residue is buried inside the virus fiber trimer structure in the fully mature virions, and this structure is inaccessible to enzymatic cleavage. Yet chemical modification occurs effectively at this site – showing chemical accessibility herein. Quantification of chemically modified O-GlcNAz labeled virions showed presence of 20 to 22 modifiable sites on each particle. Since one complete virus contains 36 fiber copies, approximately 60% of all available sites seem to be labeled. Earlier analysis showed that about 50 to 60% of fully assembled fibers are O-GlcNAc modified. Based on such observations our data suggests not only complete O-GlcNAc substitution of virions with the azide surrogates, but even complete chemical modification.

Targeting the viruses using a folic acid ligand shows efficient infection and hence transgene expression within cancer cells. Given the completely unoptimized nature of the alkyne-PEG-folate ligand, presence of the azido sugar on the fiber protein at a site proximal to the natural targeting motif of the virion probably results in ease of receptor access via the attached ligand.
2.4. Summary

In conclusion, we have metabolically labeled human Ad5 viruses with an unnatural sugar derivative, azidoacetyl glucosamine. Fully formed virions isolated from producer cells showed efficient chemical labeling with an alkyne-peptide and a small molecule dye. We could also quantitate the amount of dye per virion labeled using fluorescence based quantification techniques; this gives us an estimate of the total available sites for chemical attachment per virion. Incorporation of this unnatural residue did not in any way hamper virus production or infectivity. We were also able to efficiently target our virions towards murine breast cancer cells using a folic acid targeting ligand. This two step modification can be used to label fully active viruses with not only small molecules, but peptide and proteins as well. This method can theoretically be used to metabolically label other virions containing different glycoproteins. Hence this method provides a novel technique to site specifically modify fully active virus capsid and use them for tissue targeting/oncolytic therapy.
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Metabolic incorporation of an unnatural amino acid onto adenovirus capsid
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Note. Most of the material in this chapter has been published. (Banerjee, P. S.; Ostapchuk, P.; Hearing, P.; Carrico, I. S. J. Virol. 2011, 85, 7546). This chapter contains direct excerpts from the manuscript that was written by me with suggestions and revisions by Prof. Carrico.
3.1. Introduction

Adenoviruses (Ad) are widely employed vehicles for gene replacement, cancer gene delivery and vaccine development. As a result of the broad distribution of the coxsackie-adenovirus receptor (CAR), and significant interactions with alternative receptors, most gene delivery applications benefit from more restrictive vector targeting. As a result, significant effort is being invested in both transductional and transcriptional targeting of these vectors.(6, 7, 83)

In the present study a new adenoviral vector platform that retains a number of prerequisites for clinical gene delivery, vaccine applications and diagnostic techniques has been developed. This potentially combines the specificity and covalent attachment of the genetic modifications with the flexibilities of the chemical and adapter systems. This process utilizes residue specific incorporation of a non-natural amino acid azidohomoalanine, a methionine surrogate, onto the viral capsid proteins. Unnatural amino acids have been introduced into simple capsid protein assemblies derived from bacteriophage, plant viruses or hepatitis B.(25, 65, 184) Advantageously, such non-covalent homopolymeric structures are easy to produce from e.coli and, as a result, straightforward to engineer.(191) These chemically addressable nanoparticles are excellent candidates for imaging and drug delivery applications; however their simple architecture prohibits infection and gene delivery into mammalian cells. (21)

Metabolic incorporation of amino acids onto mammalian viruses, fully capable of infection and gene expression requires their production from mammalian producer cells.
Labeling of cellular proteins with unnatural amino acids via residue specific incorporation was initially shown by Schumann et al. Using a Bio-orthogonal Non-canonical Amino acid Tagging (BONCAT) technique they showed incorporation of Azidohomoalanine (Aha), a methionine surrogate onto newly synthesized proteins within neuronal cells. Subsequently Tirrell et al. have spatiotemporally labeled mammalian cells with two different methionine analogs, Aha and HPG and visualized protein expression by dual dye labeling.

![Figure 3-1](image.png)

**Figure 3-1.** Schematic representation of metabolic incorporation of Azidohomoalanine onto adenovirus capsid.

Our approach to labeling adenoviral capsid proteins via this method was based on pulse labeling of the virus producer HEK cells for a six hour window during viral growth.
phase. This was done to maximize labeling of structural proteins without substantial
effects on other cellular or viral protein synthesis. The six hour time window beginning
from 18 hours post infection to 24 hours post infection was utilized for this purpose. A
brief look at the Ad5 protein expression profile showed this time to be maximal for
structural protein expression (Figure 3-2). A methionine deficient growth media
supplemented with the unnatural amino acid was utilized for labeling purposes. Based on
previous reports of cellular protein labeling by Aha, within our initial experiments we
utilized 4 mM concentrations of Aha for metabolic labeling. This method can be used to
substitute a number of capsid methionine residues with Aha – this contains the azide
functional group which couples with its bio-orthogonal pair alkyne through
electrochemical cyclization to form a triazole adduct.

Use of metabolic labeling approach using mammalian producer cells restricts high
levels of azide incorporation due to a pre-existing methionine pool within these cells.
Moreover, constant protein degradation, that already contains methionine, presumably
increases the endogenous concentrations of the natural amino acid. Studies have shown
that charging of the methionyl t-RNA with Aha is the rate limiting step for residue
specific unnatural amino acid incorporation.
Met is a 490 fold better substrate for the cognate t-RNA synthetase compared to Aha.\(^{(86, 95)}\) In spite of such preferences for the native substrate, metabolic labeling would not only be a simple technique to enable adenoviruses with Aha, but more importantly, virions produced would probably retain near native structure and infectivity. This is important, since the incorporation of Aha should not impede virus growth or its
subsequent infectivity. We have shown subsequently that the azide enabled adenoviruses can be modified with peptides, fluorophores and cell targeting ligands. Analysis by mass spectrometry and fluorescent scanning confirms substantial incorporation of the azide within viral proteins. Chemically labeled virions can also be retargeted towards breast cancer tissues via folic acid conjugates.

3.2. Results

3.2.1. Synthesis of Azidohomoalanine (Aha)

Azidohomoalanine was synthesized from L-homoserine in four steps. The synthetic scheme is shown in scheme 3-1. L-homoserine was first protected on the amine and the carboxy terminus using a borabicyclononane, 9BBN group. The serine alcohol was then activated with methane sulphonyl chloride and subsequently converted to the azide via substitution with sodium azide. Final de-protection with ethylene diamine afforded the amino acid as a white powder. The synthesized compounds were purified by flash chromatography and characterized by $^1$H NMR spectroscopy and ESI mass spectroscopy.
3.2.2. Production and characterization of Aha labeled adenovirus particles.

Metabolic incorporation of Aha was accomplished by production of adenovirus particles in the presence of methionine-free medium containing the free, unnatural amino acid. Specifically, we infected HEK 293 cells with Ad5 particles at an MOI of 5. Eighteen hours post infection, growth media was removed from the cells and the cells washed with Tris buffer. Methionine-free media, supplemented with 4 mM Aha (–Met/+Aha), was added to each plate of infected cells and the infection allowed to proceed for six hours. At this time the –Met/+Aha media was removed and substituted with complete media until the cells were harvested for virus. At 48 hours post-infection the cells were harvested, lysed and the virus was purified by CsCl equilibrium gradient
centrifugation. In order to generate the appropriate controls, particle production was also carried out with 4 mM methionine and a mixture of 4:1 Aha: Met labeling media.

Incorporation of the non-natural amino acid in the Ad5 capsid was assessed by mass spectrometry analysis. Virus particles were ethanol precipitated, subjected to urea denaturation, followed by dilution and trypsin digestion. LC-MS analysis revealed a number of predicted peptides demonstrated a -5 m/z shift, which is consistent with Met replacement by Aha. In all cases, these peptides were found to co-elute with peptides that corresponded to the natural Met containing sequence. Mixtures of Aha/Met containing peptides indicate that Aha replacement of Met is incomplete, which was expected given our partial metabolic labeling conditions. All of the putative Aha containing peptides were subjected to MS/MS analysis. In all cases, the -5 m/z shift was found to occur at positions corresponding to Met codons confirming the incorporation of Aha. It was tempting to quantitate Aha incorporation via direct comparison of Aha and Met containing peptides. However, this analysis demonstrated very different results indicating either that the incorporation is influenced by sequence, folding constraints or that ionization is impacted by Aha incorporation in a non-linear manner. The latter conclusion is supported by chemical labeling, which largely reflects the product of protein copy number and methionine occupancy. As a result, we have no direct evidence indicating site bias in Aha incorporation.
Figure 3-3. Mass spectrometry characterization of Aha labeled adenovirus particles. Representative spectra for a number of peptides visualized after azide labeled modification. Mass spectra of peptide DGVTPSVALDMTAR obtained from adenoviral hexon protein. Figure shows ms/ms spectra of the unmodified (A) and modified (B) peptide obtained after LC/MS analysis respectively. Note the mass difference of 5amu similar to that between methionine and azidohomoalanine. Parent peak for unlabeled peptide occurs at 1432.72 while that for labeled peptide at 1427.72. Peaks observed at 1161.77, 1060.71 and 777.58 are singly charged while those at 530.93, 581.64 and 707.95 are doubly charged.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Peptide sequence</th>
<th>Charge</th>
<th>Parent peak</th>
<th>Parent mass</th>
<th>Labeled parent mass</th>
<th>Labeled parent peak</th>
<th>Adenoviral protein</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R.WSLDYMDNVNPFNHHR.N</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>682.31</td>
<td>2044.92</td>
<td>2039.92</td>
<td>680.64</td>
<td>Hexon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.AAAAAAAAMISAMTQGR.R</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>716.37</td>
<td>1431.74</td>
<td>1426.74</td>
<td>713.87</td>
<td>Protein VII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.DGVTPSVALDMTAR.N</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>716.86</td>
<td>1432.72</td>
<td>1427.72</td>
<td>714.36</td>
<td>IIIa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.YVQQSVSLNLMR.D</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>719.38</td>
<td>1437.76</td>
<td>1432.76</td>
<td>716.88</td>
<td>IIIa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.SMLLGNGRYVFPFHIQVPQK.F</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>728.73</td>
<td>2184.19</td>
<td>2179.19</td>
<td>727.06</td>
<td>Hexon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.LSEPLVTSNGMLALKM.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>786.93</td>
<td>1572.86</td>
<td>1567.86</td>
<td>784.43</td>
<td>Fiber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K.ISDNPNTYDYMNKR.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>787.84</td>
<td>1574.69</td>
<td>1569.69</td>
<td>785.34</td>
<td>Hexon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.ESGDLAPTVQLMVPKR.R</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>792.92</td>
<td>1584.84</td>
<td>1579.84</td>
<td>790.42</td>
<td>Protein V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.MYSFFRNFPMSR.Q</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>855.90</td>
<td>1710.80</td>
<td>1705.80</td>
<td>853.40</td>
<td>Hexon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K.IGHGLEFDSNKAMVPK.L</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>871.95</td>
<td>1742.90</td>
<td>1737.90</td>
<td>869.45</td>
<td>Fiber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.AQQQGNLGSMLVALNAFLSTQPANVPR.G</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>904.80</td>
<td>2712.40</td>
<td>2707.40</td>
<td>903.13</td>
<td>IIIa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K.VVLYSEDVDIETPDTHISYMPTIK.E</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>922.46</td>
<td>2765.37</td>
<td>2760.37</td>
<td>920.79</td>
<td>Hexon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.LMVTEQPSEVYQSQDPYDFQTSR.Q</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>937.44</td>
<td>2810.31</td>
<td>2805.31</td>
<td>935.77</td>
<td>IIIa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K.GLMFDATAIAINAGDGEFGSPNAPNTNPLTK.T</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1115.90</td>
<td>3345.69</td>
<td>3340.69</td>
<td>1114.23</td>
<td>Fiber</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3-1. List of the peptides identified after Inspect search following LC/MS treatment of trypsin digestion of Aha labeled adenovirus particles.

A number of viral peptides were observed to incorporate the \( M-5 \) modification (Aha being 5 mass units less than Met) as shown in Figure 3-3, details of peptides incorporating Aha is listed in Table 3-1. Sequencing of the flagged \( M-5 \) peptides revealed the mass change occurred at methionine codons. Furthermore, analogous peptide determination of the amount of incorporation was challenging with the LC/MS approach due to inherent differences in peptide migration under mass spectrometry conditions. Thus we decided to focus on the percent of chemically modifiable residues, which would present a more appropriate picture of the attachment sites available due to Aha incorporation.

### 3.2.3. Chemical modification of Aha labeled virus

For specific chemical labeling of azides, three different reaction techniques have been developed. Copper assisted “click” reaction, the Staudinger ligation reaction and the strain promoted electrocyclization. For our experiments we have used both the copper assisted “click” reaction and the Staudinger ligation reaction. For this the purified Ad5 viral particles were subjected to copper assisted azide alkyne cycloaddition reaction (64) with an alk- TAMRA ligand. Reaction was carried out in a deoxygenated glove bag overnight in the presence of 1 mM copper (I) bromide and 3 mM SBP.
(bathophenanthroline disulphonic acid disodium salt) ligand. Fluorescent gel scanning was performed on the whole virus particle run on a SDS-PAGE gel. Gel scanning showed strong labeling on a number of the adenoviral capsid proteins (Figure 3A) for samples labeled with 4 mM Aha. No signal was observed with metabolically unlabeled virus or “click” reactions carried out in the absence of copper.

![Figure 3A and 3B](image)

**Figure 3-4.** Chemical labeling of Aha incorporated into adenovirus particles. A) Gel scanning analysis of adenovirus particles metabolically labeled with azidohomoalanine and chemically modified with an alk-TAMRA via CuAAC chemistry (for lanes 1-3 chemical labeling is performed on intact virus particles; lane 4 shows “click” labeling on denatured virus. Since the SDS gel shown in B cannot discriminate between protein IIIa or fiber, both or either are possibly getting labeled by Aha and “click”). B) SDS-PAGE gel of CBB stained adenovirus proteins with individual proteins indicated. Viral particles are metabolically labeled with Aha and chemically modified with alk-TAMRA as in (A).
Virus particles denatured before chemical labeling showed greater dye labeling on a number of viral proteins with couple of the core proteins also showing chemical modification. TAMRA labeling suggests modification occurs in hexon, penton, fiber and pIIIa on the intact virus. Protein IX can also be seen to be labeled with the alkyne-TAMRA supporting the observation that the N-terminal is solvent exposed. Together these data suggest that adenoviral capsid proteins bear Aha at methionine sites and are exclusively labeled at solvent accessible methionine sites.

3.2.4. Assessment of viral fitness

In order to discern the impact of Aha incorporation on viral fitness, virus particle production and standard plaque forming assays were performed. There was no discernable effect of Aha incorporation in the viral particle production as estimated by standard UV absorption assay (Figure 3-5). In addition, plaque forming ability of metabolically labeled virion was equivalent to unlabeled virus (Figure 3-5).
Figure 3-5. Effects of unnatural amino acid incorporation on adenoviral particle production and infectivity

A) Particle count of virus produced in the presence of azidohomoalanine, methionine, a mixture of Aha and Met and without metabolic label. Labeling carried out by pulsing with Aha or Met supplemented media between 18 to 24 hours post-infection using 4 mM concentrations of surrogate amino acid. Particle counts are measured by absorbance at 260 nm. B) Infectivity of azide enabled viral particle by plaque forming assay. 293 cells infected with $10^3$ azide-Ad5 particles. Infected cells were overlaid with bacto-agar containing Neutral Red and plaques counted 7 days after initial infection.
To estimate if viral protein expression was somehow hampered during the period of Aha exposure, Ad5 infected cells labeled for 6 hours (18 to 24 hours post infection) with 4 mM Aha were lysed 24 hours after infection and analyzed for penton production by western blot with an anti-penton antibody.

Figure 3-6. Determination of adenoviral penton protein production during metabolic labeling of Aha. A) Infected cells grown in the presence of Aha, Met, Aha+Met or unlabeled from 18 to 24 hours post infection were lysed 24 hours post infection and protein production probed using an anti-penton antibody. B) Determination of adenoviral protein production during labeling with increasing Aha concentration as compared to increasing Met concentration. Infected cells grown in the presence of different concentrations of Aha or Met, 18 to 24 hours post infection were lysed 24 hours post infection and protein production probed using anti-penton antibody. An IR680 dye was used as secondary. The blots were visualized using an Odyssey LICOR, excitation at 680 and emission at 700 ± 15nm.
Development of the blot with an IR fluorescent dye showed no loss in penton expression during labeled infection as compared to particles produced in complete media or in methionine-free media with exogenous methionine supplied (Figure 3-6). Taken together, normal protein expression through the metabolic labeling period, standard particle production and fully infective viruses indicate that Aha has little impact on either structural protein folding or particle virus assembly. While this is surprising at a superficial level, a closer examination of the surface charge and steric occupancy of Met and Aha demonstrate that they are very similar.(86)

Thermo stability of virus labeled with Aha was assessed by measuring intrinsic tryptophan fluorescence of the virion as a function of temperature.(158-160) Results showed (Figure 3-7) that structural transition of the metabolically labeled virions followed similarly to that of unlabeled particles with virus disassembly occurring between 45°C to 50°C.
Figure 3-7. Shelf life and thermo-stability of Aha labeled adenovirus. Virions metabolically labeled with 4 mM (B) and 32 mM (C) Aha and metabolically unlabeled (A) with Aha were checked for intrinsic tryptophan fluorescence as a function of temperature. Results showed no appreciable change in virion stability as a result of unnatural amino acid incorporation. Relative fluorescence maxima plotted against temperature showed all samples undergoing structural changes between 45 to 50 °C.
Figure 3-8. Increasing concentrations of Aha shows higher levels of azide incorporation without substantial loss of viral fitness. A) Western blot of virus particle produced with increasing Aha concentration from 8 mM to 56 mM. The particles were modified with a phosphine-FLAG reacted for 2 hours and probed with an anti-FLAG antibody. B) Fluorescent gel scan of virus particles labeled with alkyne-TAMRA (a rhodium dye) produced at 2 different concentrations of Aha, 4 mM and 32 mM. Standard concentrations of TAMRA were used to determine the number of dye molecules coupled to each viral particle. Based on the protein marker the Hexon, Penton and Fiber appear to being labeled with Aha. Total number of dyes per particle was calculated by estimating number of label for each of these three proteins. C) Infectivity of increasing Aha incorporated adenoviral particles was assayed by plaque forming ability as compared to Met labeled controls.
As virus production seemed unaffected while labeling with 4 mM Aha, we wanted to assess whether an increase in the concentration of the non-natural amino acid in the growth media reflects an increase in azide dependent labeling and whether this results in any detrimental effects on virus growth and infectivity. Thus we repeated the labeled infection process with 8 mM, 16 mM, 24 mM, 32 mM, 48 mM and 52 mM Aha supplemented methionine-free media from 18 to 24 hours post-infection. Staudinger ligation reaction with FLAG peptide bearing phosphine probe and labeled cell lysate 24 hours after infection followed by anti-FLAG western analysis with anti-FLAG antibody demonstrated saturation of metabolic labeling at 32 mM (Figure 3-8). Assessment of protein production during this time showed no reduction in penton protein production as a result of increased Aha labeling (Figure 3-6). Plaque assays were also performed in parallel with increasing Aha labeled virus. The results show that there occurs no effect on the infectivity of these azide enabled particles even at 56 mM Aha. This suggests that Aha is not toxic to the cells and does not hamper normal cellular processes even at high concentration. Also virus particles labeled with high levels of Aha seem to behave normally with respect to particle stability and infectivity (Figure 3-8). For subsequent quantification of Aha incorporation and targeting of these tagged viruses towards cancerous cell types, both 4 mM as well as 32 mM Aha labeled virus samples were used.

Infectivity of dye labeled virions was also assessed to determine effects of chemical incorporation on virus fitness. Aha enabled AdLuc modified with TAMRA and used to infect 293 cells at an MOI of 1 and luciferase expression of infected cells were quantified 24 hours post infection. Viruses without being subjected to chemical modification were
also used for comparison. Results showed (Figure 3-9) a small loss in infectivity of chemically treated versus untreated virus.
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**Figure 3-9.** Effect of chemical labeling on adenovirus infectivity. Aha enabled AdLuc were chemoselectively labeled with alk-TAMRA via copper catalyzed “click” chemistry. These were used to infect 293 (human embryonic kidney) cells at an MOI of 1. Luciferase activity was measured 24 hours post infection.

3.2.5. **Quantification of chemical labeling of Aha-enabled hAd5**

The exposed surface of adenovirus capsid is thought to be composed of five structural proteins based on X-ray crystallographic and cryo-EM structural data. Of these, hexon, the most abundant capsid protein is about one-third solvent exposed surface
area.(168, 193) The penton and fiber proteins also are largely solvent accessible.(135, 205) In contrast, protein IIIa and IX have only small exposed segments.(53, 120, 173) As chemical derivatization was performed on intact particles, modification of Aha by alkyne probes is expected to occur only when solvent exposed. In addition, the number of attached probes on the viral capsid should be proportional to the effective percent incorporation of azidohomoalanine within the viral proteins. The number of exposed methionine sites within the three main structural proteins, hexon, penton and fiber are 8, 5 and 3 respectively, estimated by analysis of X-ray structures for these proteins. As shown in Table 3-2 this analysis estimates ~6000 exposed methionine on the adenoviral capsid. To calculate the number of modifiable azides on the adenovirus capsid, the 4 mM and 32 mM Aha-labeled viral particles were modified with a fluorophore, an alkyne-tetramethyl rhodamine dye (alk-TAMRA) using copper assisted “click” chemistry. The modified virus was separated from excess catalyst and probe on a spin column and the subsequent particle count estimated with QuantIT picogreen assay (132). TAMRA labeled particles were run on 10% SDS PAGE and analyzed on a fluorescent gel scanner. Known concentrations of alk-TAMRA were also run as standard (Figure 3-10). The scanned gel was analyzed with Image Quant TL1D gel analyzer software and the average number of dye molecules on 3 major coat proteins with three independent reactions was calculated (Table 3-2). The average total number of modified sites on each 4 mM and 32 mM Aha labeled virus being 279.5 ± 8.6 and 512.0 ± 7.8 respectively. Thus covering about 5.5% and 10% of the estimated total exposed methionine sites for adenovirus type5 (Table 3-2).
Figure 3-10. Determination of labeling of Aha enabled virus with alkyne-fluorophore by Cu catalyzed “click” chemistry. A) Fluorescent gel scanned image of Aha enabled virus reacted with alkyne-TAMRA (well 6 and 7) and unlabeled virus reacted with alkyne-TAMRA (well 8). The “click” reaction was run overnight in a deoxygenated glove bag. Well 1-5: Decreasing concentrations of standard dye (TAMRA) for
determining the concentration of label. B) Standard curve drawn between fluorescence intensity and concentration of dye loaded on gel. Slope of graph was used to determine concentration of labeled protein.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adenoviral structural proteins*</th>
<th>Total no. of methionine residues per polypeptide</th>
<th>Estimated solvent exposed methionine (from crystal str.)</th>
<th>Copies of protein per VP</th>
<th>Estimated total no of solvent exposed MET per VP</th>
<th>Average number of chemically labeled dyes per VP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hexon</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>5760</td>
<td>196.1 ± 4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penton</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>36.6 ± 1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiber</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>47.1 ± 2.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*these 3 protein X-ray crystal structures were used to estimate the average number of exposed methionines per VP

Table 3-2. Estimated number of solvent exposed methionine residues on adenoviral capsid proteins based on X-ray and Cryo-EM structural information (PDB ID 1P30, 1X9P, 1X9T AND 1QHV) and the observed number of Aha residues incorporated in each of the discussed proteins.
3.2.6. Targeting of Aha enabled virions

To evaluate the potential of using sites of azide introduction for targeting element attachment, we modified Aha-enabled hAd5 with alk-folate. Folate conjugates have been extensively used over the past decade to target cytotoxic and imaging agents to a number of different types of cancer (111). Advantageously, the folate receptor (FR) has high affinity for folate conjugates, mediates endocytosis, is restricted to the apical surface of polarized epithelium (except in the kidneys), and is over expressed in variety of tumors (166). Breast carcinoma cells 4T1, of murine origin, reported to have over expressed folate receptors were used for our study. Use of folic acid in retargeting of adenoviruses has also been attempted by the attachment of PEGylated folate to lysine residues on adenoviral coat proteins (140).

We followed a similar targeting approach by synthesizing an alk-PEG-folate ligand containing a 462 MW PEG as linker (Figure 3-11). A GFP or Luciferase transgene bearing Ad5 was produced in the presence of 4 mM and 32 mM of Aha as has been described earlier, metabolically unlabeled and methionine labeled particles were used as control. The targeting molecule (alk-PEG-folate) was “clicked” onto azide enabled adenoviral particles with GFP or Luciferase as reporter and the virus purified on a Centrisep spin column and quantified with QuantIT picogreen.
Figure 3-11. Viral particles metabolically labeled and chemically modified used to target a murine breast cancer cell line, 4T1. A) Structure of alkyne-PEG-Folate used to modify azide enabled adenovirus capsid encoding a GFP transgene. B) Fluorescence microscopy of 4T1 cells infected with 4 mM and 32 mM Aha labeled virus and metabolically unlabeled virus that have subsequently been modified with alkyne-peg-folate using “click” chemistry. Cells were infected at an MOI of 50, and images captured 24 hours post infection. Microscopy was carried out on a glass bottom dish mounted on a Zeiss LSM 510 microscope. Fluorescent images were taken with a GFP filter.
Figure 3-12. Quantification of gene delivery of virus particles targeted towards a murine breast cancer cell line, 4T1 with and without competing free ligand. A) Luciferase expression of 4T1 cells 24 hours post infection with azide labeled (4 mM and 32 mM), methionine labeled and metabolically unlabeled virus particles (Ad-Luciferase) all treated with alkyne-peg-folate. Luciferase activity was measured using a Perkin Elmer chemiluminescence plate reader (ex: 485 ± 10 nm; em: 528 ± 10 nm). B) Luciferase activity measurement as in part A using virus particles labeled with 32 mM Aha but this time infection carried out in presence of external folic acid 0 mg/L, 0.1 mg/L and 1 mg/L.
Confocal microscopy of 4T1 cells infected with folate labeled and metabolically unlabeled virus was also performed using a Zeiss LSM 510. For this $1.1 \times 10^5$ 4T1 cells were seeded in glass bottom dishes and infected with the modified and unmodified virus particles. 24 hours post-infection the cells were imaged and data analyzed in Zeiss LSM 510 software. The results (Figure 3-11) show a high level of GFP expression in these breast cancerous cell types with the folate targeted virus as compared to the unmodified particles. For quantification of transgene expression, 4T1 cells were grown on minus folate media for 2 weeks after which time they were seeded in 24 well plates at a concentration of $1 \times 10^6$ cells per well. They were infected with labeled adenovirus the next day at an MOI of 50 and Luciferase expression was used to monitor transductional retargeting ability 24 hours post-infection using a Perkin Elmer Victor X5 luminescence plate reader (Figure 3-12). The data showed an 18 to 20 fold increase in transgene expression with the modified adenoviral particles compared to the unmodified samples. Competition experiments with free folic acid showed loss of Luciferase activity at higher folate concentrations. Overall the targeting results with the fluorescent microscopy and luciferase quantification experiments suggest effective retargeting of the viral particles towards folate receptor over expressing murine breast cancer cell types.
3.2.7. Dye labeled Ad5 for cell imaging

To determine whether the dye labeled virions could be used to image cell infection, TAMRA labeled adenovirus particle were used to infect mammalian embryonic kidney cells, HEK 293. These cells are naturally Ad infective and hence were used as models to determine imaging of infection. 293 cells were seeded on glass bottom dishes at concentrations of $1 \times 10^4$ cells and infected with dye labeled Ad5 at two different MOI of 5 and 10. Twenty minutes post infection, the cells were washed with TD buffer and covered with complete media. The cells were then imaged on a Zeiss 2 photon con-focal microscope and data analyzed in Zeiss LSM 510 software. The results showed that a number of dye labeled virions could be visualized on the cell surfaces. This showed that dye labeling could be used as a potential tool for bio-distribution studies of Aha enabled viral particles.
Figure 3-13. Confocal imaging of 293 (human embryonic kidney) cells infected with TAMRA labeled Ad5 particles. Cells on glass bottom dishes were infected with 2 different MOI’s and 30 minutes post infection the cells were imaged using a Zeiss LSM 2 photon confocal microscope through a rhodamine filter.

3.3. Discussion

Despite being heavily developed for gene therapy, the use of adenovirus vectors has been hampered by the inability to easily tune virus-host interactions. Here, we report a strategy that introduces unnatural amino acids into adenovirus particles in order to serve
as chemoselective attachment points. We have shown that production of metabolically labeled virion is exceedingly straightforward, requiring only addition of the unnatural amino acid to virus production medium. Viral particles bearing these unnatural azido amino acids have no impact on either particle production or infectivity. Importantly, the installed azides afford access to several highly selective chemistries, which were used to attach small molecules and peptides. Given the utility of unnatural amino acid incorporation, the commercially availability of both Aha and azide-selective reagents and the ease with which Aha-enabled hAd5 can be produced, we anticipate that the described method could easily be adopted by researchers working with adenovirus vectors.

Incorporation of Aha is accomplished via production of hAd5 under completely standard conditions with one exception; producer cells are shifted from normal to methionine-free/+Aha media between 18 – 24 hours post-infection. Despite previous reports demonstrating an absence of toxicity when Aha is used to label mammalian cellular proteins, we chose to metabolically label hAd5 during a relatively brief, 6 hour, window to avoid potential complications stemming from Aha incorporation into cellular proteins. Chemical modification of the resultant particles and quantitation reveals >500 dye molecules/virion, when viruses are produced with 32 mM Aha. Notably, Aha produced no apparent effects on viral or cellular physiology even at concentrations above saturation. Although initially counterintuitive, Aha is more similar to Met in both sterics and electrostatics than it would appear from 2-dimensional drawings(86). Although expanding the Aha labeling window is likely to lead to higher unnatural amino acid incorporation, 500 modifications/ particle is more than sufficient for most envisioned applications.
Figure 3-14. Azide incorporation pattern of Aha enabled virus with different labeling times. Purified viral particles have subsequently been modified with alkyne-TAMRA by Cu catalyzed “click” chemistry. Virus produced by Aha labeling between 10 to 16 hours post infection (lane 1) show shifts in Aha incorporation and staggered labeling percentage when compared to Ad5 particles produced by labeling between 18 to 24 hours post infection (lanes 1, 3 and 4).

Chemical treatment, via either the Staudinger or Cu (I) catalyzed “click” ligations, yielded modified, infective viral particles. Selectivity, in this context, can be broken down into each process, metabolic labeling during viral production and chemical modification of the purified virion. Both CuAAC and Staudinger ligation demonstrate excellent selectivity (Figure 3-4, 3-7). No modification is evident when Aha is not
present, the copper is excluded or an inactivated (oxidized) Staudinger probe is used. This selectivity is independent of the nature of attached probe (peptide epitope or fluorophore). Incorporation of Aha is presumed to take place at each methionine codon independent of local sequence or structure. In support of this supposition, CuAAC mediated fluorescent labeling of full viral particles tracks with the number of methionine positions expected to be solvent exposed (Figure 3-10, Table 3-2). Mass spectral analysis of metabolically labeled hAd5 tryptic peptides demonstrates differences in the ratio of Met to Aha labeled peptides dependent upon the peptide analyzed. However, differences in ionization potential make this analysis difficult to quantitate and limit the value of these data.

Interestingly, shifting the Aha labeling closer to infection (10-16 hours post infection) shifts the labeling pattern (Figure 3-14). Presumably, this is due to the staggered production of adenoviral structural proteins. Exploitation of such pulse-chase labeling could allow biasing of Aha labeling towards one structural protein or another. However, due to the largely overlapping nature of Ad structural protein production any potential biasing would be limited. Alternatively, replacing methionine codons with those of structurally similar amino acids allow the restriction and control of Aha mediated chemistry. Ideally this will allow the production of programmable viral particles, where chemoselective handles can be placed site specifically by design. Precedence for this approach can be found with the removal of surface exposed asparagines, which hydrolyze upon storage, changing surface charge and physiological behavior of adenoviral vectors. (18) A general lack of conservation for these exposed methionine codons indicates that this strategy will likely be successful.
“Click” reagents are easier to access as many are commercially available and terminal alkynes are relatively simple to synthesize. However, simple desalting via size exclusion chromatography, while effective at removing the alkyne reagent, is insufficient to remove the copper catalyst. In these cases, a significant drop in infectivity was observed for virions chemically treated with alkyne reagent when compared to chemically untreated virions (2-3 folds). Cu (I) can be efficiently removed via treatment with a high affinity chelator (bicinchoninic acid (BCA) followed by size exclusion chromatography. Alternatively, the Staudinger ligation or newly developed strain promoted “click” chemistry may be utilized. At present, reagents for both of these chemistries are more difficult to access than the terminal alkynes required for CuAAC. However, with the growing popularity of the copper-free strain promoted “click” chemistry, commercial reagents may soon be available.

The copper assisted “click” reaction on the viral capsid retains the potential to tune number of chemically accessible sites based on the concentration of the reactant alkyne. Thus, reaction with increasing concentrations of alkyne dye results in linearly increased dye labeling per virion (Figure 3-15). The chemical labeling soon saturates at high micro molar probe concentrations. The chemistry can thus allow for multiple ligand decoration per virion using a single amino acid incorporation technique. This might also allow for controlled chemotherapeutic loading in the event of generating drug delivery systems based on adenoviral surface modification.
Figure 3-15. Concentration dependent “click” labeling of Aha enabled virus with alkyne-fluorophore by. A) Fluorescent gel scanned image of Aha enabled virus reacted with different concentrations of alkyne-TAMRA (lanes 7 to 10) and free dye (lanes 1 to 5). The “click” reaction was run overnight in a deoxygenated glove bag. B) Saturation curve shows relative dye labeling per virion against concentration of alkyne-dye used for each reaction.
We have demonstrated the targeting potential of Aha-enabled hAd5 via the straightforward attachment of well-utilized cancer specific ligand, folate. Although neither the physical nature nor linker length was optimized, folate decorated particles demonstrated a marked increase in infection of murine breast cancer cells (4T1), which are naturally refractive to infection. Although competition experiments indicate the folate receptor as the primary target for folate modified hAd5, we do not know whether secondary interactions (i.e. integrin) are required or whether direct internalization, via the FR, is the dominant entry method. No difference in folate-mediated infectivity was found with particles produced in the presence of 4 mM or 32 mM Aha, indicating that 250 ligands per particle is saturating with respect to infectivity. Given the relatively small nature of the conjugate, it is possible that only a subset of these modification sites, potentially Aha sites on the fiber knob, are necessary to mediate infection.

Given both its completely unoptimized nature, the significant increase in infection seen as the result of conjugation, and the generality of the chemistry, we believe this platform has broad potential. Azide specific chemistries, as a whole, are extremely selective. This is evident in their application to modify metabolically labeled unnatural post-translational modifications such as oligosaccharides and lipids, which are often in very low concentrations relative to the proteome. As a result of the demonstrated specificity and tolerance towards essentially any other functionality, Aha-enabled adenoviral particles should be amenable to modification with an extremely wide variety of targeting ligands. Further, given the standard nature of these chemistries,
characterization after modification may not be necessary, which would enable higher throughput screening of potential targeting ligands.

3.4. Summary

In conclusion, we have developed a novel strategy for the chemical modification of adenoviruses. It relies on a two-step strategy that takes advantage of the natural fidelity of protein synthesis and the most selective bio-orthogonal reactions described to date. As a result, this method demonstrates an unprecedented level of chemo selectivity. The high level of control limits impact on viral fitness and significantly expands the breadth of targeting and imaging moieties that can be approached. Despite these advantages, modification is remarkably straightforward, with minor modifications to standard Ad production protocols and requiring only widely available chemical reagents. In the future we anticipate the ability to control the placement of surface exposed azides via replacement of unwanted Met codons. In addition, given the standard nature of these chemistries, characterization after modification may not be necessary, which would enable higher throughput screening of potential targeting ligands. Further, this method is not limited to adenoviruses, but is expected to be robust when used in conjunction with most, if not all, viruses. We believe that this flexibility, in combination with the ease of implementation, make this method a significant addition to the currently available methods for capsid remodeling.
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4.1. Introduction

Chapter 3 describes the metabolic labeling of adenoviral particles with an unnatural amino acid, Azidohomoalanine – a methionine surrogate. Given that labeling of the virion capsid proteins was attempted during a six hour labeling window determined by highest virus structural protein expression, our results demonstrated effective labeling of a number of adenovirus proteins with Aha. We were also able to demonstrate subsequent chemical modification of surface exposed residues via the use of copper assisted cycloaddition reactions. Our analysis showed approximately 5 to 10 % surface “click” modification of virus coat depending on the concentrations of the unnatural amino acid used during metabolic labeling. We were able to develop this technique further for vector targeting, yet the nature of metabolic incorporation determined this system with much reduced control compared to the unnatural sugar incorporation method developed previously. One of the key goals of this novel viral vector development strategy was to engineer systems with high specificities and control over site and amount of chemical modification. Towards such aim, our shifting of the metabolic labeling window, demonstrated that higher degrees of specificities could be built in even when dealing with global protein modification of a complex mammalian virion.

Chemical modification of metabolically labeled fully assembled Ad5 particles showed decoration of four different structural proteins. Specific site modification via unnatural amino acid incorporation could be engineered within the adenovirus particles by selectively mutating solvent exposed methionine residues on some of the viral
proteins. Towards such goals, mutational analysis of the solvent accessible sites within Ad fiber was attempted.

Figure 4-1. Crystal structure of the adenovirus type 5 and type 2 fiber. A) Crystal structure of complete Ad2 fiber obtained from protein data bank showing trimerized fiber knob and shaft domains. B) Structure of Ad5 fiber knob (PDB ID 1KNB). C) Solvent exposed surface of Ad2 fiber (PDB ID 1V11) with exposed methionines (site 328) shown in red.

Structural analysis of the adenovirus fiber is necessary to determine solvent exposed methionine sites that could be targeted for mutations. Since complete structural information the adenovirus type 5 fiber is unavailable, a partial reconstruction of the Ad5
fiber knob and fiber shaft from Ad2 gives us a rough picture of the trimerization and solvent accessibility of the entire fiber protein (Figure 4-1). To determine which methionine sites would be suitably solvent exposed, analysis of the soluble knob domain of the Ad5 structure and that of Ad2 structure were undertaken. Sequence homology of Ad5 and Ad2 fiber revealed 69% sequence identity (See appendix for details). Using the crystal structure of the available Ad5 fiber knob (PDB ID 1KNB; structural information available from amino acids 396 to 581) it was estimated that none of the 2 methionine sites at 498 or 532 are solvent exposed. For further analysis of the knob structures between residues 319 and 396, knob of Ad2 fiber (PDB ID 1V1I) was utilized. Here the methionine residue at 373 remains conserved in both Ad5 and Ad2, but is unexposed; while site 328 for Ad5 is not conserved in Ad2. But the asparagines residue at 328 is solvent exposed for Ad2. Moreover methionine at 328 was observed in the mass spectral analysis (Table 3-1, chapter 3). Thus 328 was chosen for mutational analysis. Of the remaining methionine sites, no structural information is available, yet methionine at position 251 is conserved through a number of Adenovirus fiber proteins and is suitably positioned for Aha incorporation. Hence we also decided to mutate 251 for analyzing Aha incorporation. The remaining 5 methionine sites between positions 1 and 129 were expected to be buried within the penton base structure. Thus we decided to generate two methionine fiber mutants and a double mutant to understand specific incorporation of Aha with Ad5 capsid.

The adenovirus contains a 36 kb linear double stranded genome that is packaged within the icosahedra core. It consists of early phase genes that regulate infection and gene expression while the late phase proteins consist of structural elements of the
adenovirus. The viral fiber protein is expressed by the late E3 phase genes. The entire Ad5 genome is available within a 38 kB plasmid vector designated as pTG3602. This allows for the use of traditional microbiological cloning techniques for generation of mutated viral structural proteins. But the sheer size of the entire plasmid makes any simple direct cloning methods unsuitable. Hence a homologous recombination approach to generate Ad5 fiber mutants was undertaken. Two plasmid vectors are necessary for employing recombination based mutant protein generation. One is a backbone plasmid containing the entire Ad5 genome – in this case the pAd5 backbone. For high efficiency recombination a singly cut DNA works better. Therefore the large backbone needs to be linearized at the fiber site to facilitate efficient recombination. Generation of fiber mutants involve cloning of the fiber gene from the adenoviral genome into a smaller shuttle plasmid vector – pFiber shuttle. Suitable flanking regions on the shuttle vector are necessary for faithful overlap. The fiber within the shuttle vector could be modified by conventional molecular biology protocols and the flanking sequences used for homologous recombination with the linearized Ad5 backbone (Figure 4-2). Post recombination the plasmid would be linearized to generate the mutant adenoviral DNA and transfected into 293 cells for Ad5 production. An e.coli strain, BJ5183, that is known to support efficient homologous recombination and has been previously utilized for mutant fiber generation would be suitable for this purpose.
Figure 4-2. Cloning approach taken to generate virus fiber mutants.
4.2. Results

The plasmid pTG3602 containing the Ad5 genome is too large for direct modification using regular molecular biology protocols. To generate methionine mutants of Ad5, the fiber protein was first cloned into a shuttle vector. The Ad5 fiber sequence occurs between 31042 and 32787 base pairs. This segment in the backbone vector occurs between an EcoRI site lying at 30043 and a KpnI digestion site at 33588 base pairs – thus leaving suitable 1 kB overlapping regions on either end of the fiber sequence. The vector pTG3602 was digested with restriction enzyme EcoRI which created an 8 kB fragment containing the fiber sequence. Following gel purification, this fragment was re-digested with KpnI to generate the 3.5 kB fragment, containing the fiber gene flanked by 1 kb overhangs. The vector map and the restriction sites are shown in Figure 4-3. The fiber gene was then inserted into a 5 kb pBAD vector to generate the 8.5 kb pBADfib5 shuttle plasmid (Figure 4-3). Mutation of fiber sites 251 and 328 were carried out via quick change site directed mutagenesis kit to generate the mutants’ pBADfib5M251L and pBADfib5M328L – the products were confirmed by sequencing.
To generate the linearized backbone, cut precisely on the fiber sequence, we decided to insert a SwaI cut site at the N-terminus sequence of the fiber. Following partial NdeI digest, that possibly afforded 2 linearized pTG fragments; we ligated a small 15 base pair sequence that contained a SwaI restriction site. Subsequent cloning seemed to confirm insertion of this cleavage site, but sequencing results remained inconclusive. To correctly confirm backbone vector generation we are presently attempting to get better sequencing data on this vector.
Figure 4-4. DNA agarose gel showing production of fiber shuttle plasmid pBADfib5. A) Digested pTG3602 with EcoRI generates a DNA fragment of approximately 8 kb (X8) that contains the fiber gene. B) Subsequent restriction of X8 with KpnI generates the fiber gene with 1 kb overhangs (X4.5). C) Final ligation with a pBAD plasmid backbone generates the correct plasmid that can be utilized for quick change site directed mutagenesis.
4 3. Summary

In conclusion we attempted to engineer in a greater degree of specificity within unnatural amino acid labeled virions. Since residue specific incorporation of amino acids within fully formed adenovirus particles results in labeling of four different structural proteins, generation of methionine mutants of one of those proteins was expected to limit incorporation. We have attempted to utilize a homologous recombination technique to generate mutant fiber Ad5. As a result, we have so far developed a fiber shuttle plasmid with surface exposed methionine residues mutated to leucine. We have also generated a backbone genome suitable for homologous recombination with our mutant fiber gene. In this regard developing the linearized pTG vector was the most challenging, as it involves cloning within a large 38 kB plasmid. Such large DNA sequences are easily sheared and can contain higher degrees of secondary structure that may reduce efficiency of steps drastically. Other methods like three plasmid ligation etc. to generate similar mutant clones are more technically difficult to access. Finally, virus production and subsequent amino acid labeling is expected to generate particles with no unnatural amino acid in its fiber region.
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Note: Most of the material in this chapter has been published (Banerjee, P. S.; Zuniga, E. S.; Ojima, I.; Carrico, I. S. Bioorganic & Medicinal Chemistry Letters 2011, In Press, Corrected Proof). The chapter contains direct excerpts from the manuscript that was written by me with suggestions and revisions by Prof. Carrico.
5.1. Introduction

Despite substantial progress in understanding the molecular underpinnings of cancer, current chemotherapeutic options are limited and often unsuccessful. One promising alternative strategy is the use of conditionally replicative oncolytic vectors. Such viruses are designed to preferentially replicate in cancerous cells, such as those lacking common tumor suppressors (e.g. p53), leading to partially selective tumor toxicity. In addition, many carry a toxic transgene designed to amplify the inherent cytotoxic nature, which results from viral protein expression and immune stimulation – thus generating a so-called “armed” adenovirus. (162, 209) One of the leading transgenes used to study combination effects of oncolytic adenovirus is TRAIL (TNF-α related apoptosis inducing ligand). (181) TRAIL belongs to the family of TNF cytokines that induce apoptosis by binding to death receptors. Upon binding these receptors initiate the formation of death-inducing signaling complexes (DISC), which ultimately activate caspase-8 for transduction of the apoptotic signal via the extrinsic apoptotic pathway. (2, 55) TRAIL can also sometimes activate the intrinsic apoptosis pathway, crosstalk mediated by the action of Bid. (87, 103) This transgene has been used extensively for targeting cancerous tissues via replicative Ad (54) – an important feature of its activity is upon exogenous administration to normal cells it exhibits minimal cytotoxicity. (42)

Despite this multifaceted cytotoxicity, the major limitation for oncolytic viruses in clinical trials has been efficacy. (152) Moreover lateral spread of virus infection through the tumor has been rendered ineffective in a number of cases. In an effort to increase
potency, oncolytic viruses have been used in combination with traditional chemotherapeutics.\((75, 150, 192)\) In particular, conditionally replicative adenoviruses (Ads) have demonstrated significant synergism when used in combination with a number of different chemotherapeutics including doxorubicin, paclitaxel/docetaxel, cisplatin and histone deacetylase inhibitors.\((143, 145, 185, 208)\) In the case of taxoid/oncolytic Ad combination therapy, an increase in viral replication is seen in addition to synergistic cytotoxicity.\((31, 70, 106, 156, 212, 215)\) While the mechanistic origin of synergism is not completely well understood, it is clearly a general and significant phenomenon.\((79, 105)\)

Paclitaxel treatment of cancer cells results in the up regulation of TNF related apoptosis inducing ligand (TRAIL) receptors.\((134)\) This result in increased TRAIL binding through the over expressed death receptors – subsequently resulting in apoptosis activated through the extrinsic pathway. Taxoids have been reported to induce cell death via intrinsic cytochrome 450 release followed by apoptosis. Hence these two components seem to act through processes termed as targeted apoptosis.\((24)\) Notably, one of the most promising oncolytic Ads in clinical trials bears the cytotoxic TRAIL transgene, which induces apoptosis in the infected cell and mediates substantial bystander cytotoxicity.\((63)\) As a result, taxoid/AdTRAIL would be expected to have an additional source of synergism. SB-T-1214 is a next generation taxoid that exhibits significantly improved cytotoxicity, against a number of drug resistant cancer cell lines.\((30, 97, 142)\) In addition, this taxoid exhibited substantial inhibition of cancer stem cell related genes (Oct4, Sox2, Nanog, and c-Myc) when screened against 3 unrelated invasive colon cancer cell lines.\((19)\) These results indicate that SB-T-1214 has significant potential, particularly
with respect to cancer stem cells and cancers that are resistant to traditional chemotherapeutics.

While combination therapy demonstrates significant promise, it holds that efficiently targeted Ad particles bearing a therapeutic payload would provide an additional boost in efficacy. This would be a result of spatially and temporally concerted delivery of cytotoxicity, and may have the added benefit of reducing systemic toxicity. In order to achieve this goal, selective chemical modification routes for adenovirus are required, particularly those that allow the generation of multifunctional particles. Previously we reported the incorporation and modification of a non-canonical sugar residue, O-GlcNAz on serine 109 of the fiber protein, as a means of chemoselectively tailoring Ad particles.(10) The specificity of this strategy, derived from the fidelity of the biosynthetic machinery and the highly selective chemistries developed for azide modification, allowed folate modification without compromising virus infectivity. Folate decorated Ad exhibited substantial (~20 fold) increase transgene delivery to breast cancer cells.(10)
We have also shown Ad5 capsid labeling via the use of an unnatural amino acid. Here, we extend this approach towards multimodal adenovirus particles (179) (Figure 5-1) via the simultaneous metabolic labeling with O-GlcNAz and an alkyne bearing non-canonical amino acid, homopropargylglycine (HPG) – another methionine surrogate. Introduction of these surrogates into Ad particles was envisioned to allow sequential Staudinger ligation of O-GlcNAz followed by copper assisted “click” modification of homopropargylglycine (HPG). Thus generating virions with dual-functionalization capabilities for development of targeted virions armed with covalently linked cytotoxic chemotherapeutic.

For analysis of the combination effects of conditionally replicative adenovirus and chemotherapeutics, we utilized our dual-modified CRAd virions for chemical attachment with a newly developed taxoid SBT-1214. Cytotoxic effects of such an assembly were
furthered by using a CRAd that expressed TRAIL within its E1A region(181) (generously obtained from Prof. Andre Lieber, University of Washington, Seattle).

5.2. Results

5.2.1. Synthesis of homopropargylglycine (HPG)

Homopropargylglycine was synthesized in a racemic mixture according to Dong et al. (Scheme 5-1). 4-pentyn-1-ol was converted to the corresponding aldehyde via Swern oxidation. The aldehyde was converted to the 2-aminohex-5-ynenitrile via action of sodium cyanide and ammonium chloride. Finally the nitrile was hydrolyzed in the presence of sulphuric acid to give a D- and L- mixture of HPG. The product was purified via flash chromatography and characterized via $^1$H NMR spectroscopy and ESI mass spectroscopy.
5.2.2. Production and characterization of Ad5 particle with Ac₄GalNAz and HPG

Adenovirus type 5 particles were produced in the presence of a metabolic precursor of GlcNAz, per acetylated N-azidoacetylglactosamine (Ac₄GalNAz), and HPG. (20, 82) Azido-sugar incorporation was accomplished by supplementing media with 50 µM Ac₄GalNAz for the entire duration of virus production (48 hours). Introduction of the alkyne-amino acid was mediated by exposure of producer cells to 4 mM HPG during a six-hour window (18-24 hours post infection), in a pulse chase format with methionine containing media. 48 hours post infection, the cells were harvested, lysed and viruses were purified via a standard two-step ultracentrifugation procedure in CsCl gradients. (190)
Figure 5.2. Chemoselective modification of GalNAz and HPG labeled adenovirus with Phosphine-FLAG and az-TAMRA. A) Anti-FLAG western blot of peptide and dye labeled Ad5, demonstrating incorporation of azido sugar onto adenoviral fiber. B) Same samples from A, analyzed for fluorescence as a reporter of HPG incorporation onto virus capsid.

Purified O-GlcNAc and HPG bearing virion were treated with 300 μM of Staudinger probe bearing a FLAG epitope (PhosFLAG) (3 hours, RT). Reaction mixtures were subsequently exposed to tetramethylrhodamine 5-carboxamido-(6-azidohexanyl) (az-TAMRA) dye (500 μM) using copper assisted “click” reaction conditions under deoxygenating conditions in the presence of bathophenanthroline disodium salt (3 mM) and CuBr (1 mM) (RT, 12 hours). Particles were purified by size exclusion (Sephadex G-25) and interrogated by western blot and fluorescent gel imaging.
Figure 5-3. Determination of labeling of HPG enabled virus with azide-fluorophore by Cu catalyzed “click” chemistry. A) Fluorescent gel scanned image of HPG + GalNAz, HPG, GalNAz and unlabeled virus treated with azide-TAMRA. The “click” reaction was run overnight in a deoxygenated glove bag. Well 1-5: Increasing concentrations of standard dye (TAMRA) for determining the concentration of label. The gel was run at 200V for 1 hour at 4°C and scanned within 10 minutes of the end of run. B) Standard curve drawn between fluorescence intensity and concentration of dye loaded on gel. Slope of graph was used to determine concentration of labeled protein.
Western analysis demonstrated that virus particles produced in the presence of both Ac₄GalNAz and HPG and only Ac₄GalNAz are labeled on a single coat protein occurring at 62 kD by PhosFLAG (Figure 5-2). No PhosFLAG labeling is seen on particles produced in the absence of Ac₄GalNAz, consistent with previous studies demonstrating the specific labeling of the fiber protein via O-GlcNAz. Fluorescent gel imaging of az-TAMRA labeled HPG-Ad and HPG/O-GlcNAz-Ad demonstrated labeling of a number of different proteins, consistent with the presence of solvent exposed methionine sites (Figure 5-2).(157)

Previous characterization of O-GlcNAz labeled Ad particles demonstrated 22 ± 1.5 chemically addressable azides per particle.(10) In order to quantitate HPG incorporation, TAMRA labeled virion were quantified via fluorescent gel imaging against a free az-TAMRA standard addition curve (Figure 5-3), demonstrating an attachment of 193 ± 12 dyes per virion (Table 5-1).

Vector production and infectivity are often compromised during genetic engineering of Ad particles, which has slowed the pace of vector development and effectively limited the production of multifunctional particles. While previous results indicate that O-GlcNAz incorporation does not impact either particle production or infectivity, the incorporation of HPG into the protein backbone at significantly higher incorporation levels was a concern. Surprisingly, no significant loss in either particle production or infectivity was observable for either of the singly modified Ad particles or particle bearing both O-GlcNAz and HPG (Figure 5-4).
Figure 5-4. Viral fitness analysis for Ad metabolically labeled with GalNAz and HPG. Adenoviral particle count was assessed after purification (purple bars) as assayed by UV detection showing efficient particle generation in presence of different non-natural substrates. Virus plaque assay (blue bars) showing infectivity of modified virus particles.
Toxicity and targeting of chemically armed dual modified adenovirus

In order to generate a chemotherapeutically “armed” Ad particle, an azido derivative of SB-T-1214 (az-SB-T-1214) was synthesized that included a reductively self-immolative linker, designed to release the taxoid after Ad particle endocytosis (Scheme 4-1). This linker has demonstrated efficient endosomal release of SBT-1214 in cell culture studies. (30, 141) Modification of AdTRAIL with az-SB-T-1214 was accomplished in an identical manner to az-TAMRA modification of Ad described above.
Chemically modified virion (SB-T-1214AdTRAIL) were purified by size exclusion and used to infect ovarian cancer cells, ID8, at multiplicities of infection (MOIs) that were expected to be subtoxic for AdTRAIL alone. Levels of free SB-T-1214 equivalent to that loaded on virion, as well as unmodified AdTRAIL were used for comparison.

Scheme 5-2. Structures of az-SBT1214 and phosphine-folate used to chemoselectively modify O-GlcNAz and HPG labeled Ad-Luc.

Importantly, the only difference between the processing of AdTRAIL and SB-T-1214AdTRAIL was the addition of HPG during production of the latter. Specifically, AdTRAIL was exposed to identical “click” conditions as SB-T-1214AdTRAIL, however due to the absence of HPG was presumably unmodified. Five days post infection, cytotoxicity was assessed via MTT assay (Roche, KitI).
Figure 5. MTT assay to determine cytotoxicity of HPG and GalNAz incorporated TRAIL-Ad5 – chemically labeled with SBT-1214.(12) Comparison of cytotoxicity profiles of metabolically unlabeled TRAIL-Ad5 (AdTRAIL), free drug (SBT-1214), free azide-drug conjugate (az-SBT-1214), and co-administered AdTRAIL and SBT-1214 (SBT-1214 + AdTRAIL) with drug labeled TRAIL expressing adenovirus (SBT-AdTRAIL) on murine ovarian carcinoma cells (ID8). Cells seeded on 96 well plates were infected with shown concentrations of virus and/or drug. After 5 days, MTT assay was performed to determine cell death.
TRAIL expressing viruses that were covalently linked with az-SB-T-1214 demonstrated an increase in cytotoxicity compared to free azSB-T-1214 and AdTRAIL alone (Figure 5-5), consistent with the proposed synergistic effect. Unmodified SB-T-1214, both alone and co-administered with AdTRAIL demonstrated higher levels of cell cytotoxicity. Presumably, this effect is due to a difference in the kinetics of cellular penetration of the free drug versus covalently linked SB-T-1214 and AdTRAIL.

As many cancers demonstrate significantly higher levels of folate receptor (FR), folate conjugates demonstrate selectivity for this receptor and folate conjugates are efficiently internalized, folate has been widely used for cancer targeting.(110, 207) Although we have previously demonstrated the gene delivery of folate-Ad particles, those modified with both az-SB-T-1214 and folate may demonstrate altered uptake profiles. In order to explore these effects, dually modified Ad bearing a luciferase transgene (AdLuc) were screened against a murine breast cancer cell line, 4T1.(81) Cells grown under folate free media for 2 weeks were seeded on 96 well plates at concentrations of $1 \times 10^4$ cells/well. Infection was accomplished at a MOI of 50 and cells were examined for luciferase activity 24 hours post infection (Luc-Bright-Glow). Folate targeted SB-T-1214AdTRAIL demonstrated (Figure 4-6) a ~30 fold increase in transgene expression on breast cancer cell type (4T1) compared to virion lacking $O$-GlcNAz. In addition, treatment of cells with free folate prior to infection led to a dose dependent loss in virus infection (Figure 5-6).
5.3. Discussion

A growing body of literature suggests the effective development of conditionally replicative adenoviruses for cancer cytotoxicity. Yet abundant clinical data points to...
inefficiencies of such virotherapy modalities within treated patients. Thus efficacy appears to be a large issue for development of functional therapeutics. Combination effects of virotherapy and chemotherapies have already demonstrated positive clinical effects. Here we have attempted to utilize targeted virotherapy with chemotherapeutics by covalent attachment of multifunctional Ad and Taxoid molecule.

Production of such multi-functional virions was attempted via metabolic unnatural substrate incorporation technique – using an azido sugar and an alkynyl amino acid surrogate. Our results demonstrated effective labeling of the virions with both the substrates without substantial effects on viral fitness. Incorporation of the unnatural sugar derivative is assumed to be similar to the earlier reported vector based on the fact that the labeling precursors were same. For the amino acid though, the incorporation seems to be lower than was previously reported with azidohomoalanine. This presumably reflects the ability of HPG to be charged with the methionyl t-RNA. Aha has been shown to be a 2 fold better substrate for the cognate t-RNA synthetase within bacterial systems. Such effects within mammalian systems can be assumed to be the cause of lower metabolic incorporation in the present scenario.

Sequential chemistry on the dual labeled vectors is important for introducing effective modifications. Use 300 µM of a phosphine ligand helps to saturate the available azides on the viral capsid; with any excess being oxidized within the reaction time. Using a higher concentration of alkyne-probe for click labeling with the HPG residues not only allows for saturation of remaining phosphine derivatives, it also prevents particle aggregation via inter-virion click reactions.
Cell viability studies using ovarian cancer cells demonstrated the cytotoxic nature of AdTRAIL covalently modified with SBT drug. When compared to only AdTRAIL, this combination does seem to demonstrate added toxicity. This effect was slightly higher when virus infection was assayed with non-covalently linked drug. Faster uptake of free drug may result in higher toxicity effects due to increased viral burst. We are currently analyzing infective virion release from infected cells to determine whether greater virus spread accounts for this enhanced toxicity of unlinked virion, drug formulation.

4.4. Summary

In summary we report the development of a novel multi-functional adenoviral platform via non-canonical substrate incorporation and chemoselective modification. We utilized the platform to develop a combination vector targeted towards the folate receptor and armed with a next generation taxoid. The described system allowed the efficient modification with both functionalities without impact on viral fitness. Further, initial studies indicate significant synergistic cell toxicity. Ongoing studies will evaluate the construct in the context of different cancers, both in cell culture and within in vivo xenograft model systems. In principle the described dual modification methodology can be utilized to append targeting, imaging, diagnostic and chemotherapeutic modules to replication selective Ad, potentially accelerating vector development and allowing the evaluation of alternative combination therapies.
Chapter 6

6.1. Future Directions

Capsid surface modification of adenoviruses and other clinically relevant virions provide an important technique for development of oncolytic therapies, gene based therapeutics and vaccine development strategies. The unnatural substrate based metabolic incorporation technique described herein provides an easy and versatile technique for the same with potential towards utilization of a vast array of targeting/ imaging/ chemotherapeutic ligands. A number of directions can be utilized for the further development of this system.

An initial approach by varying the length of PEG linker within the targeting ligand systems could potentiate not just higher levels of modified virus targeting, it could also provide interesting insights into de-targeting of the virions form off target cells. Attachment of some “self” proteins, e.g. albumin, on to the virus capsid via the chemoselective labeling method could be undertaken to determine if such techniques could increase in vivo stability of adenoviral based virions. Further analysis of the imaging capabilities of the chemically labeled virions could be utilized to interrogate the fate of specific proteins after cellular internalization. Such experiments could provide insights into the biology of viral escape from endosomes and its interactions with the nuclear pore complexes.
Towards the development of a single capsid protein modification of the adenovirus with the unnatural amino acid labeling technique, greater insight into the sites of chemical labeling is necessary. Towards such goals initial mass spectroscopy based experiments proved unsuccessful. A more wholesome approach could be developed by initially denaturing the virion and subsequently carrying out chemical labeling with a small ionizable ligand. This would drastically increase the number of available sites for chemical labeling and provide greater probability of MALDI based site identification. In this regard collection of the “empty” virion band (which is generally discarded) after CsCl ultracentrifugation might be useful.

One of the more interesting approaches for generating bias within the amino acid incorporation methodology would be to analyze in greater detail the possibility of pulse labeling at different time windows between 10 to 20 hours post infection. In this regard using high concentration of targeting non-natural substrate labeled for a very short time (1 to 2 hours) could be useful.

Finally to develop a completely de-targeted Ad which retains the possibility of chemoselective modification, genetic incorporation of peptide tags on the fiber HI loop can provide a merging of the genetic based and metabolic incorporation based virus labeling techniques. Possible utilization of the aldehyde tag on the HI loop may provide an additional modification site for development of a truly multi-functional viral platform.
Chapter 7

Experimental methods

7.1. Synthetic methods

7.2. Adenovirus production using unnatural substrates

7.3. Chemical modification and characterization of substrate labeled virions

7.4. Targeting, imaging, cytotoxicity

7.5. Cloning
Materials and Methods

Reagents and equipment. All chemical reagents were obtained from commercial sources and used without further purification unless otherwise noted. NMR spectra were recorded on a Varian 300 NMR spectrometer. Mass spectra for the small molecules were obtained using an Agilent 1100 LC/MSD VL instrument. Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) mass spectra were obtained using a Bruker Autoflex II MALDI/TOF/TOF. Thin Layer Chromatography (TLC) was performed on Merck DC-alufolien with Kieselgel 60F-254 and column chromatography was carried out on silica gel 60 (Merck; 230-400 mesh ASTM). The α-FLAG M2 conjugate was obtained from Sigma (St. Louis, MO). Centri Sep spin columns were obtained from Princeton Separations (Adelphia, NJ). MTT reagent obtained from Cell Proliferation KitI (Roche, Eugene, OR). RP-HPLC was performed using a L201243 Shimadzu on a C18 Jupiter column (250 x 10mm; Phenomenex). Mouse breast cancer cell line, 4T1 was obtained from ATCC (Manassas, VA). Fetal calf serum was purchased from HyClone. IR fluorescence was obtained using an Odyssey LI-COR instrument at the Department of Molecular Genetics, Stony Brook University. UV-Visible absorbance was recorded on a Beckmann Coulter DU 730. Electrophoresis gels were scanned on a Typhoon 9400 fluorescent gel scanner and GFP expression read on a Synergy 2 fluorescent plate reader. Absorbance and chemiluminescence was measured using a PerkinElmer Victor X plate reader. Fluorescence microscopy was carried out under a Zeiss LSM 510 META NLO 2-photon laser scanning confocal microscope system.
7.1. Synthetic methods.

1,3,4,6-tetra-O-acetyl-N-azidiacetyl-α,β-D-glucosamine and 1,3,4,6-tetra-O-acetyl-N-azidoacetyl-α,β-D-galactosamine. The per acetylated sugars were synthesized exactly as described by Bertozzi (101) et al. The synthesis of per acetylated N-Azidoacetylglucosamine is described below; per acetylated N-Azidoacetylgalactosamine has been synthesized similarly.

Scheme 6-1. Synthesis of per acetyl azidoglucosamine

Synthesis of N-Azidoacetylglucosamine: Azidoacetic acid was synthesized as described by Luchansky (29) et al. D-Glucosamine hydrochloride (1.5g, 7mmol) was added to a solution of azidoacetic acid (0.98g, 9.7mmol) in methanol (50ml). Triethylamine (2.5ml,
17mmol) was added and the reaction mixture stirred for 5 minutes at room temperature.
The solution was cooled to 0°C and N-hydroxybenzotriazole (0.86g, 7mmol) was added
followed by 1-[3-(dimethylamino) propyl]-3-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (2.68g,
14mmol). Reaction was allowed to warm to room temperature overnight when TLC with
ceric ammonium nitrate showed the reaction to be complete. The solution was
concentrated and the crude GlcNAz was purified by silica gel chromatography eluting
with 10% methanol in dichloromethane. The product was obtained as a white solid in
60% yield. Rf: 0.32

**Synthesis of 1,3,4,6-tetra-O-acetyl-N-azidoacetyl-α, β-D-glucosamine (per acetylated
GlcNAz):** Acetic anhydride (10.0ml, 110mmol) was added to a solution of GlcNAz (1g,
3.8mmol) in pyridine (40ml) and the reaction mixture stirred overnight at room
temperature. The solution was then concentrated and resuspended in dichloromethane.
Then washed with 1M HCl, saturated NaHCO₃ and saturated NaCl. The organic layer
was dried, filtered and concentrated. The crude per acetylated GlcNAz was purified by
silica gel chromatography eluting with 50% ethylacetate-hexane. The product was
obtained as white crystals in 80% yield. Rf:0.45. ¹H NMR (300MHz, CDCl₃): δ 2.0
(12H, s), 2.1 (9H, s), 2.2 (3H, s), 3.9 (5H, s), 4.0 (2H, m), 4.2 (3H, m), 4.4 (2H, ddd), 5.2
(5H, m), 6.2 (1H, d), 6.4 (2H, d) ppm. ESI MS calculated for C₁₆H₂₅N₄O₁₀ (MH⁺) 403,
found at 403.2.
Synthesis of 1,3,4,6-tetra-O-acetyl-N-azidoacetyl-α,β-D-galactosamine (per acetylated GalNAz): $^1$H NMR (300MHz, CDCl$_3$): δ 2.0 (12H, s), 2.1 (9H, s), 2.2 (3H, s), 3.9 (5H, s), 4.0 (2H, m), 4.2 (3H, m), 4.4 (2H, ddd), 5.2 (5H, m), 6.2 (1H, d), 6.4 (2H, d) ppm. $^{13}$C NMR (400 Mz, CDCl$_3$): δ 20.564, 20.617, 20.814, 47.017, 52.443, 61.193, 66.551, 67.590, 68.622, 90.864, 90.910, 166.925, 168.814, 170.014, 170.287, 170.909. ESI MS calculated for C$_{16}$H$_{23}$N$_4$O$_{10}$ (MH$^+$) 403, found at 403.2.

Alkyne- and Phosphine-FLAG. Synthesized as described by Bertozzi(114) et al.

Briefly, all peptides were synthesized by standard Fmoc SPPS protocol using diisopropyl carbodiimide and HOBT to form activated esters. Alkyne functionalized peptides were produced by on-bead N-terminal functionalization with propynoic acid. Phosphine FLAG was obtained by on-bead N-terminal derivitization with 2-(Diphenylphosphino)terephthalic acid 1-methyl 4-pentafluorophenyl diester (Sigma-Aldrich 679011). During all deblocking steps 0.1 M HOBT was added to the 20% piperidine solution to alleviate aspartamide formation.

Synthesis of Azidohomoalanine (Aha). Azidohomoalanine was synthesized in four steps as described:
Scheme 6-2. Synthesis of azidohomoalanine

**Compound 3.** L-Homoserine (1.45 g, 12.7 mmol) was added to a solution of 9-Borabicyclo(3.3.1)nonane or 9-BBN (1.51 g, 12.4 mmol) in methanol (25 mL). The reaction mixture was refluxed for 3 hours under argon, at which time TLC analysis showed the reaction to be complete. The reaction mixture was concentrated and the crude product was purified by silica gel chromatography using a gradient elution (50% ethyl acetate-hexane to 100% ethyl acetate). 9-BBN protected L-homoserine was obtained as a white solid in 51% yield and purity was assessed as a single spot in TLC ($R_f$: 0.32) and $^1$H NMR. $^1$H NMR (300 MHz, CD$_3$OD): $\delta$ 1.38-1.50 (2H, m), 1.60-1.98 (13H, m), 2.25 (1H, m), 3.75-3.85 (3H, m) ppm. ESI-MS calculated for C$_{12}$H$_{22}$BO$_3$N (MH$^+$) 239.81 found at 239.1.
**Compound 4.** Methylsulfonyl chloride (0.87 mL, 7.5 mmol) was added to a solution of compound 3 (1.5 g, 6.3 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (20 mL) followed by triethylamine (1.2 mL, 12 mmol) at 0 °C. The reaction mixture was warmed to room temperature and stirred overnight. Subsequent TLC analysis showed the reaction to be complete. The resulting mixture was concentrated and purified by silica gel chromatography with gradient elution (50% ethyl acetate-hexane to 100% ethyl acetate). The product was obtained as a white solid in 70% yield. Purity was ascertained by TLC (Rf: 0.55) and $^1$H NMR. $^1$H NMR (300 MHz, CD$_3$OD): δ 1.38-1.50 (2H, m), 1.60-1.98 (12H, m), 2.15 (1H, m), 2.45 (1H, m), 3.12 (3H, s), 3.86 (1H, t), 4.40-4.58 (2H, m) ppm. ESI-MS calculated for C$_{13}$H$_{24}$BSO$_4$ (MH$^+$) 319.81, found 319.1.

**Compound 5.** Sodium azide (0.5 g, 7 mmol) was added to a solution of compound 4 (1.5 g, 5 mmol) in dimethylsulfoxide (10 mL). The mixture was stirred at 60 °C for 3 hours. The mixture formed a thick solid that was extracted into ethyl acetate and washed with water. The product was light yellow oil obtained in 95% yield. $^1$H NMR (300 MHz, CD$_3$OD): δ 1.38-1.50 (2H, m), 1.60-1.98 (13H, m), 2.20 (1H, m), 3.55-3.70 (2H, m), 3.75 (1H, t) ppm. ESI-MS calculated for C$_{12}$H$_{22}$BO$_2$N$_4$ (MH$^+$) 264.1, found 264.1.

**Azidohomoalanine (compound 6).** Ethylene diamine (1 mL, 21 mmol) was added to a solution of compound 5 (1.5 g, 5.6 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (10 mL) and refluxed for 2 hours. The mixture was concentrated and triturated with ethyl acetate. This was filtered through a glass column over sand and cotton. The solid residue was dissolved in
methanol and purified by silica gel chromatography eluting with 50:30:20 ethyl acetate: methanol: water. The pure amino acid was obtained as white solid in 47% yield. $^1$H and 2D NMR confirmed its purity. $R_f$: 0.47. $^1$H NMR (300Mz, $D_2$O): δ 1.92-2.12 (2H, m), 3.42-3.50 (2H, m), 3.72 (1H, t) ppm. $^{13}$C NMR (400 Mz, $D_2$O): δ 30.937, 47.920, 53.316, 176.285. ESI-MS calculated for $C_4H_8O_2N_4$ (MH$^+$) 145.1, found 145.1.

**Synthesis of alk-PEG-folate.** Pentyonoic acid (200 mg, 2.0 mmol) was activated by $N,N'$-dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (824 mg, 4.0 mmol) and $N$-hydroxsuccinimide (460 mg, 4.0 mmol) in methylene chloride at RT for 3 hours and filtered with a syringe filter (pore size 0.2 µm). O-(N-trityl-3-aminopropyl)-O'-(3-aminopropyl)-diethyleneglycol (MW 462) was added to the solution at a molar ratio of 5:1 (alkyne: PEG) and stirred vigorously overnight. The resulting solution was acidified with trifluoroaceticacid (final concentration 1%) to remove C- protecting trityl group. The reaction was then neutralized with triethyl amine and concentrated in *vacuo*. Folic acid was activated with NHS in presence of DCC in dry DMSO at RT for 3 hours. After filtration to remove the urea produced, Folate NHS ester was added to the alkyne-PEG under an atmosphere of argon in DMSO and allowed to react for 12 hours. Since purification of the folate NHS is not possible by normal flash chromatography, the crude product was used for coupling with the alkyne-PEG-amine. The alkyne-PEG-folate was precipitated by addition of diethyl ether. Trituration with DMSO/ether was repeated 3 times. Crude product was purified on a Jupiter C-12 column with a gradient of 5% to 25% acetonitrile containing 0.1% TFA. Product eluted at 35 minutes. $^1$H NMR (300 Mz, DMSO): δ 0.97 (1H, t), 1.01 (1H, m), 1.10 (4H, s), 1.69 (4H, m), 2.52 (12H, m), 2.71 (1H, s), 2.87 (1H, s), 3.40 (2H, m), 3.50-
3.51 (2H, m), 4.47 (2H, s), 6.36 (2H, d), 7.61 (2H, d), 8.63 (1H, s) ppm. ESI-MS calculated for $C_{34}H_{45}O_{9}N_9$ (MH$^+$) 724.3, found 724.3.

Scheme 6-3. Synthesis of alkyne-PEG-folate
Synthesis of alkyne and phosphine FLAG. Synthesized as described by Bertozzi et. al. (114). Briefly, all peptides were synthesized by standard Fmoc solid phase peptide synthesis protocol. In this case activated esters were formed using N,N’-diisopropylcarbodiimide and 1-Hydroxybenzotriazole. Alkyne functionalized peptides were produced by on-bead N-terminal functionalization with propynoic acid. Phosphine FLAG was obtained by on-bead N-terminal derivitization with 2-(Diphenylphosphino)terephthalic acid 1-methyl 4-pentafluorophenyl diester (Sigma-Aldrich 679011). During all de-blocking steps 0.1 M HOBt was added to the 20% piperidine solution to alleviate aspartamide formation.

Synthesis of Homopropargylglycine (HPG). Homopropargylglycine was synthesized as reported by Dong et al.(47) This is described below:
Synthesis of 4-Pentynal. To a solution of oxalyl chloride (9.12 mL, 104.6 mmol) dissolved in dichloromethane (200 mL) at -78 °C was added dimethyl sulfoxide (14.8 mL, 209.2 mmol) dissolved in dichloromethane (40 mL) over 20 min. The reaction solution was kept under a positive pressure of argon until workup. After the solution was stirred for an additional 30 min 4-pentynol (8.0 g, 95.1 mmol) dissolved in dichloromethane (80 mL) was added over 10 min. The reaction mixture was stirred at -78 °C for an additional 60 min. Triethylamine (66.2 mL, 475.5 mmol) was added at -78 °C and the reaction mixture was stirred for 60 min and then allowed to warm to 10 °C over an additional hour. Water (200 mL) was added, and the two layers were separated. The aqueous layer was acidified with 1 % aqueous hydrochloric acid (saturated with NaCl) and then back-extracted with additional dichloromethane (3 x 100 mL). The combined organic layers were washed with 1% hydrochloric acid (saturated with NaCl, 6 x 100 mL) followed by 5% aqueous sodium bicarbonate solution (2 x 50 mL). The aqueous
extracts were back-extracted with dichloromethane (2 x 100 mL) and the combined organic extracts were washed with brine (2 x 50 mL) and dried (MgSO₄). The solvent was removed by rotary evaporation to obtain 7.18 g (95%) of 4-pentynal as a yellow oil. 

\[ ^1H \text{NMR (CDCl}_3\text{): } \delta 1.99 (t, 1 H), 2.32-2.79 (m, 4 H), 9.82 (s, 1 H). \]

**Synthesis of 2-aminohex-5-ynenitrile.** NaCN (1.28 g, 26 mmol) and NH₄Cl (1.41 g, 26 mmol) were dissolved in 25% ammonia solution. After stirring for an hour at room temperature, 4-pentynal (1.25 g, 15 mmol) was added to this solution and stirred at 40 °C for 4 hours. The reaction was then quenched by 5% NaHCO₃ and the solution extracted with dichloromethane. The combined organic extracts were washed with bicarbonate and brine, dried over MgSO₄ and taken to dryness when the product was obtained (1.5 g, 95%) as yellow oil.

**Synthesis of Homopropargylglycine.** The aminonitrile was dissolved in dioxane and to this was added a 35% solution of hydrochloric acid. The mixture was stirred for 4 hours at 100 °C in an oil bath. The solution was cooled and washed with dichloromethane. The aqueous layer was neutralized with sodium bicarbonate. The resultant solution was lyophilized and the solid residue was dissolved in methanol and purified by silica gel chromatography eluting with 50:30:20 ethyl acetate: methanol: water. The pure amino acid was obtained as a white solid in 50% yield. Rf: 0.43. \[ ^1H \text{NMR (300Mz, D}_2\text{O): } \delta 1.82-1.92 (2H, m), 2.0 (1H, t), 2.32-2.50 (2H, m), 3.82 (1H, t) \text{ ppm. ESI-MS calculated for } \text{C}_6\text{H}_9\text{O}_2\text{N (MH}^+)\text{ }128.3, \text{ found } 128.3. \]
**Synthesis of Phosphine-PEG-folate.** Folic acid (50 mg, 0.114 mmol) was activated by $N,N'$-dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (82.4 mg, 0.4 mmol) and $N$-hydroxysuccinimide (46 mg, 0.4 mmol) in dry dimethylsulphoxide at RT for 3 hours and filtered with a syringe filter (pore size 0.2 µm). $O$-$\text{(N-trityl-3-aminopropyl)}$-$O'$-$\text{(3-aminopropyl)}$-diethyleneglycol (MW 462) was added to the solution at a molar ratio of 5:1 (folate-NHS: PEG) and stirred vigorously overnight. The resulting solution was acidified with trifluoroacetic acid (final concentration 1%) to remove C- protecting trityl group. The reaction was then neutralized with triethyl amine and concentrated. Folate-PEG dissolved in DMSO was purified over HPLC to remove unreacted folate and PEG samples. Purification was carried out using a Jupiter C-18 column with a gradient of 5% to 20% acetonitrile containing 0.1% TFA. Product eluted after 25 minutes was concentrated in *vacuo*. A solution of the phosphine-PFP ester (10 mg, 0.02 mmol) and diisopropylethylamine (5 µL, 0.02 mmol) was made in anhydrous DMSO and added to the Folate-PEG (8.0 mg, 0.012 mmol) under an atmosphere of argon. The mixture was rocked for 3 hours. The Phosphine-PEG-folate was precipitated by addition of diethyl ether. Crude product was purified on a Jupiter C-18 column with a gradient of 5% to 50% acetonitrile containing 0.1% TFA. Product eluted at 37 minutes. $^1$H NMR (300 Mz, D$_2$O): δ 1.07 (2H, t), 1.10 (4H, t), 1.89 (4H, m), 1.92 (12H, m), 2.71 (1H, s), 3.40 (2H, m), 3.50-3.51 (2H, m), 3.92 (3H, s), 6.7 (2H, d), 7.5 (2H, d), 7.26 (4H, m), 7.78 (6H, m), 8.04 (1H, s), 8.47 (1H, d), 8.56 (1H, d), 9.0 (1H, s) ppm. ESIMS calculated for C$_{50}$H$_{58}$O$_{11}$N$_9$P (MH$^+$) 990.0, found 990.3.
Figure 7-2. HPLC purification of folate-PEG-NH₂. Monitoring absorbance at 420 nm, on a C18 column running gradient of 5 to 20% acetonitrile containing 0.1% TFA. Product eluted after 25 minutes.

Figure 7-3. HPLC purification of folate-PEG-phosphine. Monitoring absorbance at 420 nm, on a C18 column running gradient of 5 to 50% acetonitrile containing 0.1% TFA. Product eluted after 37 minutes.

**Synthesis of 3-azidopropan-1-amine.** 140 mg of tert-butyl (3-azidopropyl)carbamate was dissolved in DMSO and to it was added 850 mg of sodium azide. This mixture was warmed at 40 °C for 1 hour and the product extracted into dichloromethane and washed with water. To the extracted organic layer 4 mL of 5% TFA in dichloromethane was added and the solution stirred at room temperature for 1 hour. The resultant solution was concentrated and neutralized with 2N KOH. The solution was extracted with
dichloromethane and concentrated to obtain the product as yellow oil. $^1$H NMR (300 Mz, CDCl$_3$): δ 1.72-1.82 (2H, m), 2.82-2.90 (2H, t), 3.42 (2H, t) ppm.

**Synthesis of TAMRA-azide.** TAMRA-NHS (1 mg) obtained from GBiosciences was dissolved in methanol and to it excess 3-azidopropane-1-amine was added. The mixture was stirred for 2 hours in the dark after which the product was loaded onto a small glass pipet silica column and washed with dichloromethane to remove excess azido-propane amine. The product was finally extracted into methanol and concentrated. ESIMS calculated for C$_{24}$H$_{19}$O$_5$N$_5$S (MH$^+$) 512.2, found 513.2.

**7.2. Adenovirus production using unnatural substrates**

**Cell culture.** Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM), RPMI 1640, Penicillin/Streptomycin and 0.5% Trypsin-EDTA were purchased from GIBCO (Grand Island, NY). RPMI 1640 minus Folic acid was obtained from Sigma (St. Louis, MO). Fetal calf serum (FCS) and Bovine Calf Serum (BCS) was from HyClone (Logan, UT). 293 cells were maintained in DMEM supplemented with 10% BCS, 2 mM glutamine, 100 U/mL penicillin, 100 µg/mL streptomycin. 4T1 cells were maintained in RPMI 1640 medium containing 10% FCS, 2 mM L-glutamine, 100 U/mL penicillin, and 100 µg/mL streptomycin. For 4T1 cells grown without Folate, RPMI 1640 minus Folic acid was supplemented with 10% FCS, 0.3 mg/mL L-glutamine, 2 mg/mL sodium bicarbonate,
100 U/mL penicillin, 100 µg/mL streptomycin. ID8 cells were maintained in RPMI 1640 medium containing 10% FCS, 2 mM L-glutamine, 100 U/mL penicillin, and 100 µg/mL streptomycin. All cells were maintained in 100 x 20 mm Tissue Culture Dishes obtained from BD biosciences (Franklin Lakes, NJ) at 37°C and 5% CO₂.

**Metabolic labeling of Adenovirus type 5 with 1,3,4,6-tetra-O-acetyl-N-azidoacetylgalactosamine.** HEK 293 cells were infected with wild type adenovirus particles with an MOI of 5pfu/cell. The complete media was supplemented with 50 µM per acetyl-N-azidoacetylglalactosamine or 50 µM per acetyl-N-azidoacetylglucosamine and the infected cells incubated at 37°C. The plates were harvested 42-46 hours post infection and virus particles purified over a gradient of 1.4 g/mL and 1.25 g/mL CsCl centrifuged at 32,000 rpm for 1 hour at 15°C. The virus band at the junction of the two CsCl bands was collected and further purified by an 18 hour centrifugation at 35,000 rpm over 1.33 g/mL of CsCl.

**Metabolic labeling of adenovirus type 5 with Azidohomoalanine (Aha).** HEK 293 cells were infected with wild type adenovirus particles with an MOI of 5 pfu/ cell. 18 hours post infection complete media was removed and the cells washed with TD buffer (25 mM Tris, 125 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl and 1 mM Na₂HPO₄ at pH 7.5) at 37 °C for 20 minutes. Aha supplemented DMEM (-Met) media was then added to the infected cells and allowed to grow until 24 hours post infection. The labeling media was then removed and the cells were supplemented with complete media. The plates were harvested 46-48
hours post infection and virus particles purified over a gradient of 1.4 g/mL and 1.25 g/mL CsCl centrifuged using an SW41 rotor (Beckman) at 32,000 rpm for 1 hour at 15 °C. The virus band at the junction of the two CsCl bands was collected and further purified using an SW60 rotor (Beckman) by an 18 hour centrifugation at 35,000 rpm over 1.33 g/mL CsCl.

**Metabolic labeling of adenovirus type 5 with Homopropargylglycine (HPG).** HEK 293 cells were infected with wild type adenovirus particles with an MOI of 5 pfu/ cell. 18 hours post infection complete media was removed and the cells washed with TD buffer (25 mM Tris, 125 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl and 1 mM Na₂HPO₄ at pH 7.5) at 37 °C for 20 minutes. HPG supplemented DMEM (-Met) media was then added to the infected cells and allowed to grow until 24 hours post infection. The labeling media was then removed and the cells were supplemented with complete media. The plates were harvested 46-48 hours post infection and virus particles purified over a gradient of 1.4 g/mL and 1.25 g/mL CsCl centrifuged using an SW41 rotor (Beckman) at 32,000 rpm for 1 hour at 15 °C. The virus band at the junction of the two CsCl bands was collected and further purified using an SW60 rotor (Beckman) by an 18 hour centrifugation at 35,000 rpm over 1.33 g/mL CsCl.

**Metabolic labeling of adenovirus type 5 with Homopropargylglycine (HPG) and N-azidoacetylgalactosamine.** HEK 293 cells were infected with wild type adenovirus particles with an MOI of 5pfu/cell. The complete media was supplemented with 50 µM
per acetyl-N-azidoacetylgalactosamine and the infected cells incubated at 37°C. 18 hours post infection growth media was removed and the cells washed with TD buffer (25 mM Tris, 125 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl and 1 mM Na$_2$HPO$_4$ at pH 7.5) at 37 °C for 20 minutes. 4 mM HPG and 50 µM Ac$_4$GalNAz supplemented DMEM (-Met) media was then added to the infected cells and allowed to grow until 24 hours post infection. The labeling media was then removed and the cells were supplemented with complete media containing 50 µM Ac$_4$GalNAz. The plates were harvested 46-48 hours post infection and virus particles purified over a gradient of 1.4 g/mL and 1.25 g/mL CsCl centrifuged using an SW41 rotor (Beckman) at 32,000 rpm for 1 hour at 15 °C. The virus band at the junction of the two CsCl bands was collected and further purified using an SW60 rotor (Beckman) by an 18 hour centrifugation at 35,000 rpm over 1.33 g/mL CsCl.

7.3. Chemical modification and characterization of substrate labeled virions

**Reaction of azide labeled virus with alkyne-FLAG.** 50 µL of 1 x 10$^{12}$ azide labeled virus particles/mL in a 100 mM tris buffer pH 8.0 was mixed with Bathophenanthroline disulphonic acid disodium salt at a final concentration of 3mM and alkyne-FLAG at a final concentration of 400µM were kept in a deoxygenated glove bag for 6 hours after which copper bromide was added to the mixture at a final concentration of 1mM and the reaction allowed to proceed for 12 hours(64) inside the glove bag. The samples were then taken out and the reaction quenched by 10 mM EDTA. The samples were then analyzed by western blotting technique to determine incorporation of FLAG on the viral proteins.
**Reaction of azide labeled virus with alk-TAMRA.** A solution of 50 µL of 1 x 10^{12} azide labeled virus particles/mL in 100 mM tris pH 8.0, with bathophenanthroline disulphonic acid disodium salt (3 mM) and alk-TAMRA (400 µM), 5-tetramethylrhodamine (GBiosciences, Maryland Heights, MO) was kept in an argon-filled glove bag for 6 hours to deoxygenate. After which copper bromide at a final concentration of 1 mM was added to the mixture and the reaction allowed to proceed for 12 hours (64) inside the glove bag. The samples were then removed from the glove bag and quenched by addition of 10 mM EDTA. All samples were then analyzed by fluorescent gel scanning to determine the extent of chemical labeling.

**Reaction of azide labeled virus with phosphine-FLAG.** 50 µL of 1 x 10^{12} azide labeled viral particles/mL in a 100 mM tris buffer at pH 8.0 was treated with phosphine–FLAG at a final concentration of 400 µM in room temperature for 2 hours and then analyzed by western blotting.

**Western Blotting.** To all samples coupled with alkyne- and phosphine-FLAG loading dye was added and phosphine-FLAG labeled samples boiled at 95°C for 10 minutes. The samples were run on a 10% polyacrylamide electrophoresis gel and transferred onto nitrocellulose at 40V over 2 hours in a western transfer buffer (25 mM tris, 192 mM glycine, 0.5% SDS and 10% methanol). Blots were blocked by 5% milk in PBST and treated with anti-FLAG M2 HRP conjugate at a ratio of 1:12000 in 5% milk in PBST. Blots were washed with milk and PBST and developed by chemiluminescence (Millipore
Immobilon Western kit). For IR fluorescence the blots were treated with an anti-penton antibody followed by an IR 680 dye as secondary and the blots visualized on the Odyssey LICOR, excitation at 680 nm and emission at 700 ± 15 nm.

GlcNAcase Assay. For treatment with GlcNAcase, adenoviral fiber was partially purified from complete virus particles. GlcNAz labeled adenoviral particles were dialyzed overnight in a tris-maleate (5mM tris, 5mM maleic acid, 1 mM EDTA) buffer at pH 6.5. The dialyzed solution was centrifuged at 14.2 rpm for 60 minutes after which the supernatant containing the Penton and Fiber proteins were separated from the remaining viral capsid which precipitates. The mixture of Fiber and Penton was treated with 5M guanidinium hydrochloride and subjected to acetone precipitation. The protein was resuspended in 50 mM tris, 12.5 mM MgCl₂ at pH 7.5 to a concentration of 0.5 mg/mL after which it was treated with 5 µg/µL Hex-C at 1:10 (Fiber: Hex-C) overnight at 37°C(195). The reaction mixture was subjected to Staudinger reaction with phosphine-FLAG for 2 hours and analyzed by western blotting as described above.

Plaque Assay. Complete overlay solution was prepared by adding 5% sodium bicarbonate, 2.5 mL of 1 M HEPES, 10 % serum and 36 mL of 2.8% bacto-agar to 50 mL of 2X DME solution. This solution was equilibrated at 55 °C. HEK 293 cells cultivated in 6 mL culture plates were infected with 400 µL of labeled virus particles at concentrations of 10³, 10⁴ and 10⁵ particles/ml. After incubation of infected cells at 37 °C for an hour, the plates were overlaid with complete media containing 2.8% bacto-agar and 10% BCS.
After 3 days the cells were again overlaid with same agar overlay solution containing 2% BCS. After the 6th day when plaques became visible the cells were overlaid with agar-overlay solution containing 0.1% neutral red. The plaques were counted within a day after the final overlay.

**MS analysis.** Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) mass spectra were obtained using a Bruker Autoflex II MALDI/TOF/TOF. LC-MS sequencing of the viral peptides were performed on a Thermo Fisher Scientific LTQ XL. Virus particles labeled metabolically with Aha were treated with 8 M urea to dissociate the particles and denature viral proteins. The solution was diluted with ammonium bicarbonate to 0.5 M urea. The resulting solution was treated with 0.1 µg/µL of trypsin at 1:50 (protein:protease) ratio and digestion was allowed to proceed overnight at 37 °C. The reaction was quenched with 1/10th volume of 100% formic acid and concentrated to 1/10th the reaction volume. The peptide mixture was subjected to LC/MS treatment using a C18 column. MS data was searched against the SPROT database with Inspect for the following modifications C+57 (iodoacetamide adduct of cysteine), M+16 (methionine oxidation), M-5 (methionine substituted by azidohomoalanine. Molecular weight of Aha being 144.1, it is 5 mass units less than methionine) and STY+80 (serine, threonine and tyrosine phosphorylation). For quantification of Aha incorporation, elution profiles of daughter ions that should be the same in both the modified and unmodified peptides were traced and areas calculated.
**Fluorescent Gel Scanning Assay.** Azide enabled viral particles (with 50 µM GalNAz) were labeled with an alkyne-TAMRA dye using Cu catalyzed “Click” chemistry as described above for FLAG labeling and reaction was quenched with 10 mM EDTA. The particles were purified using Centri-Sep spin columns and quantified with QuantIT Picogreen Dye labeling(132). 1 x 10^{12} viral particles/mL were run on a polyacrylamide electrophoresis gel using the alkyne-TAMRA dye as standard. Standard dye was loaded 10 minutes before the end of the run. Gels were scanned using a typhoon gel scanner in the fluorescence mode with excitation filter at 532 nm and emission filter at 580 ± 15 nm. The scans were subsequently analyzed with Image Quant TL 1D gel analyzer software. All gels were run at 4°C for 60 minutes and scanned within 10 minutes of the end of run.

**Concentration dependent dye labeling of adenoviral particles.** Ad5 particles metabolically labeled with 4 mM Aha were treated with increasing concentrations of Alkyne-TAMRA (10 µM, 20 µM, 40 µM, 80 µM, 160 µM, 320 µM and 600 µM). After chemical modification the virions were purified and run on an SDS-PAGE gel using alkyne-TAMRA as standard. Standard dye was loaded 10 minutes before the end of the run. Gels were scanned using a typhoon gel scanner in the fluorescence mode with excitation filter at 532 nm and emission filter at 580 ± 15 nm. The scans were subsequently analyzed with Image Quant TL 1D gel analyzer software. All gels were run at 4°C for 60 minutes and scanned within 10 minutes of the end of run. Number of dye per virion was plotted against concentration of alkyne-dye used.
**Intrinsic Ad5 fluorescence to determine virus thermo-stability.** 5 x 10^{11} viral particles/mL of both metabolically labeled with Aha and unlabeled were used to determine thermo stability. Intrinsic fluorescence emission spectra were obtained in 5 °C increments from 20 to 80 °C employing a QuantaMasterTM spectrofluorometer (Photon Technology International, Inc.) equipped with a 4-position cell holder and temperature control device. A 5-min equilibration time was used at each temperature before data acquisition. The intrinsic fluorescence spectra was collected by exciting samples at 295 nm while the emission was monitored between 300 and 450 nm using excitation and emission slit widths of 4 nm. The wavelength of fluorescence maxima was plotted against temperature to determine thermo stability of Aha enabled and unlabeled Ad5.

**Reaction of HPG and GalNAz labeled virus with phosphine-FLAG and azido-TAMRA.** 50 µL of 1 x 10^{12} metabolically labeled viral particles/mL in a 100 mM tris buffer at pH 8.0 was treated with phosphine–FLAG at a final concentration of 300 µM in room temperature for 3 hours. After which time, to the solution bathophenanthroline disulphonic acid disodium salt (3 mM) and azido-TAMRA (500 µM), 5-tetramethylrhodamine (GBiosciences, Maryland Heights, MO) was added and kept in a argon-filled glove bag for 6 hours to deoxygenate. Next copper bromide at a final concentration of 1 mM was added to the mixture and the reaction allowed to proceed for 12 hours (64) inside the glove bag. The samples were then removed from the glove bag and quenched by addition of 10 mM EDTA. The particles were purified using Centri-Sep spin columns and quantified with QuantIT Picogreen Dye labeling(132). The
samples were then analyzed by western blotting technique to determine incorporation of FLAG on the viral proteins, and by fluorescent gel scanning to determine incorporation of TAMRA.

**Reaction of HPG and GalNAz labeled AdTRAIL with phosphine-Folate and SBT-1214-PEG-azide.** AdTRAIL was obtained from Prof. Andre Lieber, University of Washington, Seattle. The virions were metabolically labeled with HPG and GalNAz as described above. 50 µL of 1 x 10^{12} metabolically labeled viral particles/mL in a 100 mM tris buffer at pH 8.0 was treated with phosphine–Folate at a final concentration of 300 µM in room temperature for 3 hours. After which time, bathophenanthroline disulphonic acid disodium salt (3 mM) and SBT-1214-PEG-azide (500 µM), was added and the resultant mixture kept in an argon-filled glove bag for 6 hours to deoxygenate. Next copper bromide at a final concentration of 1 mM was added to the mixture and the reaction allowed to proceed for 12 hours (64) inside the glove bag. The samples were then removed from the glove bag and quenched by addition of 10 mM EDTA. The particles were purified using Centri-Sep spin columns and quantified with QuantIT Picogreen Dye labeling(132). Subsequently, MTT and Targeting assays were performed using these modified virions.
7.4. Targeting, imaging, cytotoxicity

**Targeting Assay.** GFP transgene bearing Ad5 were labeled with GalNAz as described. The viruses were labeled with folate bearing alkyne probe (alkyne-folate) using Cu catalyzed “click” chemistry in a deoxygenated glove under same conditions (as for FLAG labeling) and the reaction quenched with 10 mM EDTA. Viruses were purified on Centri Sep spin columns and quantified using QuantIT Picogreen assay (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) and stored in a 0.9 mM CaCl$_2$ and 0.5 mM MgCl$_2$ buffer in PBS containing 10% glycerol. Mouse breast cancer cell line 4T1 was cultivated in minus folate media for 2 weeks after which they were seeded in 24 well plates at a density of 1 x 10$^6$ cells/well and cultivated for a day in minus folate media containing 2% FCS. After 24 hours the cells were infected with labeled virus at an MOI of 50. 24 hours post infection; GFP expression was evaluated using a Synergy 2 fluorescence plate reader (excitation 485 ± 10 nm; emission 528 ± 10 nm).

**Fluorescence Microscopy:** For visualization of GFP expression within targeted 4T1 cells, the murine breast carcinoma cells grown in minus folate media for 2 weeks were plated on Glass Bottom Dishes at a density of 1 x 10$^5$ cells/well and cultivated for 24 hours in negative folate media. After which time they were infected with folate-labeled virus, unlabeled virus and folate-labeled virus but with cells pretreated with 1mg/L folate 30 minutes before infection at an MOI of 50. Again 24 hours post infection the cells were
visualized under a Zeiss LSM 510 META NLO 2-photon laser scanning confocal microscope system. Images were taken both with a GFP and the bright fields filter.

**Targeting assay and fluorescent microscopy for Aha enabled Ad5.** Ad5, encoding GFP or luciferase in the E1 region, were labeled with 4 mM and 32 mM Aha as described. Viruses were labeled with folate bearing alkyne probe (alk-PEG-folate) using Cu catalyzed “click” chemistry in a deoxygenated glove under same conditions (as for TAMRA labeling) and the reaction quenched with 10 mM EDTA. Viruses were purified on G-25 sephadex desalting spin columns (Centri Sep spin columns; Adelphia, NJ), quantified using QuantIT Picogreen assay (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR), and stored in a 0.9 mM CaCl₂ and 0.5 mM MgCl₂ buffer in PBS containing 10% glycerol. Mouse breast cancer cell line 4T1 was cultivated in minus folate media for 2 weeks after which they were seeded in 24 well plates at a density of 1 x 10⁶ cells/well. 24 hours after replating the cells were infected with metabolically and chemically labeled virus at an MOI of 50. 24 hours post infection; Luciferase expression was evaluated using a Perkin Elmer Victor X5 luminescence plate reader. 4T1 cells cultivated in minus folate media for 2 weeks were seeded in glass bottom dishes at 1.1 x 10⁵ cells per dish. Cells were infected with folate labeled Ad5 or the negative control, no metabolic Aha incorporation, both bearing the GFP transgene as described for the targeting assay. Notably, all viruses were exposed to the chemical labeling conditions irrespective of the presence of Aha. 24 hours post infection the dishes were mounted and cells imaged by confocal microscopy in a Zeiss LSM 510 equipped with a 63x, 1.4 NA C-Apochromat water immersion objective. Images were processed using Zeiss LSM 510 software.
Imaging of HEK 293 cell infection with TAMRA labeled Ad5. Adenovirus particles produced in the presence of 4 mM and 32mM Aha were used for chemical modification via alkyne-TAMRA. The chemically labeled virions were purified from copper and free probe using CentriSep spin columns. The purified virions were quantified using picogreen assay. HEK 293 cells seeded in glass bottom dishes at concentrations of $1 \times 10^4$ cells/mL were then infected with the TAMRA-Ad5 at MOI of 5 and 10. Twenty minutes post infection the infection buffer was removed and the cells over layed with growth media. The cells were then imaged on a Laser scanning confocal microscope system using Zeiss LSM 510 equipped with a 63x, 1.4 NA C-Apochromat water immersion objective using a Rhodamine filter. Images were processed using Zeiss LSM 510 software.

MTT assay with dual modified Ad5. Adenovirus bearing TRAIL were metabolically labeled with HPG and GalNAz as described. Chemical labeling of these viruses with SBT-1214-PEG-azide was carried via the copper catalyzed “click” reaction in deoxygenating conditions (as for azido-TAMRA). The viruses were purified over centriSep spin columns and quantified using QuantIT Picogreen assay. Human ovarian cancer cells, ID8 were seeded in 96 well plates at concentrations of $1 \times 10^5$ cells/mL. 24 hours after seeding, these cells were infected with different MOI of SBT-1214 labeled AdTRAIL. Control experiments were run by infecting cells with metabolically unlabeled AdTRAIL (these were chemically treated exactly as the azide, alkyne enabled virions).
Cells were also treated with increasing concentrations of SBT-1214-PEG-azide – to account for the increasing MOI of infection. The cells were incubated at 37°C incubator for 5 days. After this they were treated with MTT reagent obtained from Cell Proliferation KitI (Roche, Eugene,OR). After a 4 hour incubation at 37°C the cells were again treated with solubalization buffer and left overnight. Absorbance was measured at 580 nm using a PerkinElmer Victor X plate reader.

**Targeting of dual labeled virus.** Luciferase transgene bearing Ad5 were metabolically labeled with HPG and GalNAz as described. The viruses were chemically labeled with folate bearing phosphine-probe (phosphine-PEG-folate) and SBT-1214-PEG-azide using Staudinger ligation and Cu catalyzed “click” chemistry in a deoxygenated glove under same conditions (as for FLAG/ TAMRA labeling) and the reaction quenched with 10 mM EDTA. Viruses were purified on Centri Sep spin columns and quantified using QuantIT Picogreen assay (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) and stored in a 0.9 mM CaCl₂ and 0.5 mM MgCl₂ buffer in PBS containing 10% glycerol. Mouse breast cancer cell line 4T1 was cultivated in minus folate media for 2 weeks after which they were seeded in 96 well plates at a density of 1 x 10⁵ cells/well and cultivated for a day in minus folate media containing 2% FCS. After 24 hours the cells were infected with labeled virus at an MOI of 50. 24 hours post infection the cells were treated with 100 µL of reconstituted luciferase substrate from Bright Glo™ Luciferase assay Kit (Promega, Madison,WI) ; luciferase expression was evaluated using a PerkinElmer Victor X luminescence plate reader (emission 528 ± 10 nm).
7.5. Cloning

**Generation of fiber shuttle plasmid.** The adenoviral plasmid pTG3602 was digested with restriction enzyme EcoRI for 3 hours at 37 °C. The digest was run on an agarose gel and the 8 kB fragment was gel purified. This fragment was redigested with KpnI and the 4.5 kB fragment gel purified. The backbone plasmid pBAD was double digested with EcoRI and KpnI and gel purified. Ligation was carried between the fiber fragment and the backbone plasmid overnight and the clones were transformed and expressed. Conformation of gene insertion was carried out via double EcoRI and KpnI digestion and single digestion of NdeI. Sequence was confirmed by sequencing.

**Mutant fiber generation.** Fiber gene on the fiber shuttle plasmid was mutated via quick-change protocol to generate isoleucine mutants of methionine 251 and 330. Their production was confirmed by sequencing analysis.

**Generation of Ad backbone for fiber modification.** To generate a unique restriction site within the Ad5 backbone, we designed unique 15 base pair inserts containing SwaI restriction site. The following oligos were ordered and used for this purpose, 5´-TACGCATTAAATCGG-3´ and 3´-GCGTAAATTAGCCAT-5´. pTG3602 was partially digested using NdeI restriction enzyme for 45 minutes. The reaction was heat
inactivated after which the DNA was cleaned with clean DNA kit from Zymo research. Next the linker DNA and the cleaved pTG3602 were ligated overnight. The resultant product was transformed into DH10B cells and the clones analyzed by SwaI restriction enzyme. The clones that showed a single cut site when treated with SwaI were sent for sequencing. Sequencing results inconclusive.
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## Sequence Homology of Ad5 and Ad2 fiber proteins

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ad5</th>
<th>Ad2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sequence Homology of Ad5 and Ad2 fiber proteins.</strong> Conserved methionines are highlighted. Unexposed: turquoise; exposed: green; no information: pink.</td>
<td><strong>Sequence Homology of Ad5 and Ad2 fiber proteins.</strong> Conserved methionines are highlighted. Unexposed: turquoise; exposed: green; no information: pink.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad5 1</td>
<td>M KRARPSEDTFNPVYPYDTEGPTVPFPLTFPPVSPNFQESPPGVLRLSEPLVTSTG 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad2 1</td>
<td>M KRARPSEDTFNPVYPYDTEGPTVPFPLTFPPVSPNFQESPPGVLRLSEPLVTSTG 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad5 61</td>
<td>M LALKMGNLSDLLEAGNLTQSVNVTTPVPLDKKTKSNINLEISAPLVTSETALTNTGAAAAAPL 120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad2 61</td>
<td>M LALKMGNLSDLLEAGNLTQSVNVTTPVPLDKKTKSNINLEISAPLVTSETALTNTGAAAAAPL 120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad5 121</td>
<td>M VAGNTLTQSQAPLTVHSDKLSIAMTQGPLTVSEGKLALQTSGPLLTATDSTLTITSTASPP 180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad2 121</td>
<td>M VAGNTLTQSQAPLTVHSDKLSIAMTQGPLTVSEGKLALQTSGPLLTATDSTLTITSTASPP 180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad5 181</td>
<td>M LTTATGSLGIDLKEPIYTQNGKLGLKYGAPLHVTDDLNTLTVATGPVEINNTSLQTKVT 240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad2 181</td>
<td>M LTTATGSLGIDLKEPIYTQNGKLGLKYGAPLHVTDDLNTLTVATGPVEINNTSLQTKVT 240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad5 241</td>
<td>M GALGFDSQGNLVAQGLLRLDSQRNLRLQGGLFINSASHLND 300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad2 241</td>
<td>M GALGFDSQGNLVAQGLLRLDSQRNLRLQGGLFINSASHLND 300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad5 301</td>
<td>M INYNKGQLYLFASNNSSKKEVLNLSTAKGLPDATAIAINAGDDLEF--GSLNAPSNPLK 358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad2 301</td>
<td>M INYNKGQLYLFASNNSSKKEVLNLSTAKGLPDATAIAINAGDDLEF--GSLNAPSNPLK 358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad5 359</td>
<td>M TKIGHGdeliverySNAKVPLCLGTSFSDSTGAIITVGKKNNDLKTLLWTPAPSPNCRNLAEKD 418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad2 359</td>
<td>M TKIGHGdeliverySNAKVPLCLGTSFSDSTGAIITVGKKNNDLKTLLWTPAPSPNCRNLAEKD 418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad5 419</td>
<td>M 419AKLTLVLTKGSQILATSVLAVKGLSLAPISGTQVASHLIIIRFDENGVLLNNSFLDPEYW 478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad2 419</td>
<td>M 419AKLTLVLTKGSQILATSVLAVKGLSLAPISGTQVASHLIIIRFDENGVLLNNSFLDPEYW 478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad5 479</td>
<td>M 479NFRNGLTGETGAYNAGFQPNLSAYPKSHKGTAKSNIVSQVYLGDKTKPVLTITLNG 538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad2 479</td>
<td>M 479NFRNGLTGETGAYNAGFQPNLSAYPKSHKGTAKSNIVSQVYLGDKTKPVLTITLNG 538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad5 539</td>
<td>M 539 TQETGDTTP-SAYSQHFSWDSGSGHNYINEIFATSSYTFSYIAQ 581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad2 539</td>
<td>M 539 TQETGDTTP-SAYSQHFSWDSGSGHNYINEIFATSSYTFSYIAQ 581</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Identities = 405/584 (69%), Positives = 486/584 (83%), Gaps = 5/584 (1%)**